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Abstract
It has long been known that Feedback Vertex Set can be solved in time 2Opw logwqnOp1q
on n-vertex graphs of treewidth w, but it was only recently that this running time was improved
to 2OpwqnOp1q, that is, to single-exponential parameterized by treewidth. We investigate which
generalizations of Feedback Vertex Set can be solved in a similar running time. Formally,
for a class P of graphs, the Bounded P-Block Vertex Deletion problem asks, given a
graph G on n vertices and positive integers k and d, whether G contains a set S of at most k
vertices such that each block of G ´ S has at most d vertices and is in P. Assuming that P
is recognizable in polynomial time and satisfies a certain natural hereditary condition, we give
a sharp characterization of when single-exponential parameterized algorithms are possible for
fixed values of d:
• if P consists only of chordal graphs, then the problem can be solved in time 2Opwd2qnOp1q,
• if P contains a graph with an induced cycle of length ` ě 4, then the problem is not
solvable in time 2opw logwqnOp1q even for fixed d “ `, unless the ETH fails.
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We also study a similar problem, called Bounded P-Component Vertex Deletion, where
the target graphs have connected components of small size rather than blocks of small size, and
we present analogous results. For this problem, we also show that if d is part of the input and
P contains all chordal graphs, then it cannot be solved in time fpwqnopwq for some function f ,
unless the ETH fails.
1 Introduction
Treewidth is a measure of how well a graph accommodates a decomposition into a tree-like struc-
ture. In the field of parameterized complexity, many NP-hard problems have been shown to have
FPT algorithms when parameterized by treewidth; for example, Coloring, Vertex Cover,
Feedback Vertex Set, and Steiner Tree (see [7, Section 7] for further examples). In fact,
Courcelle [6] established a meta-theorem that says that every problem definable in MSO2 logic can
be solved in linear time on graphs of bounded treewidth. While Courcelle’s Theorem is a very gen-
eral tool for obtaining algorithmic results, for specific problems dynamic programming techniques
usually give algorithms where the running time fpwqnOp1q has better dependence on treewidth w.
There is some evidence that a careful implementation of dynamic programming (plus maybe some
additional ideas) gives optimal dependence for some problems (see, e.g., [14]).
For Feedback Vertex Set, standard dynamic programming techniques give 2Opw logwqnOp1q-
time algorithms and it was considered plausible that this could be the best possible running time.
Hence, it was a remarkable surprise when it turned out that 2OpwqnOp1q-time algorithms are also
possible for this problem by various techniques: Cygan et al. [8] obtained a 3wnOp1q-time randomized
algorithm by using the so-called Cut & Count technique, and Bodlaender et al. [2] showed there
is a deterministic 2OpwqnOp1q-time algorithm by using a rank-based approach and the concept of
representative sets. This was also later shown in the more general setting of representative sets in
matroids by Fomin et al. [12].
Generalized feedback vertex set problems. In this paper, we explore the extent to which
these results apply for generalizations of Feedback Vertex Set. The Feedback Vertex Set
problem asks for a set S of at most k vertices such that G ´ S is acyclic, or in other words,
every block of G ´ S is a single edge or a vertex. We consider generalizations where we allow the
blocks to be some other type of small graph, such as triangles, small cycles, or small cliques; these
generalizations were first studied in [5].
Formally, we consider the following problem. Let P be a class of graphs.
Bounded P-Block Vertex Deletion Parameter: d, w
Input: A graph G of treewidth at most w, and positive integers d and k.
Question: Is there a set S of at most k vertices in G such that each block of G´S has at most
d vertices and is in P?
If d “ 1 or P “ tK1u, then this problem is equivalent to the Vertex Cover problem. It is well
known that Vertex Cover admits a 2OpwqnOp1q-time algorithm; see [7] for instance. Moreover, if
either (d “ 2 and tK1,K2u Ď P) or (d ě 3 and P “ tK1,K2u), then this problem is equivalent to
the Feedback Vertex Set problem. In this case, the result of Bodlaender et al. [2] implies that
Bounded P-Block Vertex Deletion can be solved in time 2OpwqnOp1q. Our main question is:
when we regard d as a fixed constant, for which graph classes P can this problem be solved in time
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2OpwqnOp1q?
To obtain a general result, we require some assumptions on the class P. First, in order to
ensure that the solution can be checked in polynomial time, we assume that P can be recognized in
polynomial time. Second, for deletion problems, it is usually reasonable to assume that a superset
of a solution S is also a solution: deleting more vertices never hurts. If we define CP to be the
class of graphs where every block is in P, then we want to consider deletion problems where CP is
hereditary ; that is, for every graph G P CP and every induced subgraph H of G, we have H P CP .
It is easy to see that if P is hereditary, then CP is also hereditary. However, for technical reasons,
in our setting it is more natural to consider a slightly weaker notion. Suppose that we want to
express the problem ”Delete k vertices such that every block is a cycle or an edge.” We can express
this problem by letting P be the class containing K1, K2, and every cycle. But this class is not
hereditary: to make P hereditary, we would need to add every path and disjoint union of paths;
but clearly, these (non-biconnected) graphs are irrelevant for our problem. Therefore, it is natural
to require P to be block-hereditary only: for every G P P and every biconnected induced subgraph
H of G, we have H P P. The class consisting of K1, K2, and all cycles is block-hereditary.
However, these two conditions are not sufficient to obtain single-exponential algorithms param-
eterized by treewidth. A graph is chordal if it has no induced cycles of length at least 4. The
main result of this paper is that the existence of single-exponential algorithms is closely linked to
whether the graphs in P we are allowing are all chordal or not. We show that if P consists of all
chordal graphs and satisfies the two previously mentioned conditions, then Bounded P-Block
Vertex Deletion can be solved in single-exponential time.
Theorem 1.1. Let P be a class of graphs that is block-hereditary, recognizable in polynomial time,
and consists of only chordal graphs. Then Bounded P-Block Vertex Deletion can be solved
in time 2Opwd2qk2n on graphs with n vertices and treewidth w.
We complement this result by showing that if P contains a graph that is not chordal, then
single-exponential algorithms are not possible (assuming ETH), even for fixed d. Note that if P
is block-hereditary and contains a graph that is not chordal, then this graph contains a chordless
cycle on ` ě 4 vertices, and consequently the cycle graph on ` vertices is also in P.
Theorem 1.2. Let P be a block-hereditary class of graphs that is polynomial-time recognizable. If
P contains the cycle graph on ` ě 4 vertices, then Bounded P-Block Vertex Deletion is not
solvable in time 2opw logwqnOp1q on graphs with n vertices and treewidth at most w even for fixed
d “ `, unless the ETH fails.
Baste, Sau, and Thilikos [1] recently studied the complexity of a similar problem, where the
task is to find a set of vertices whose deletion results in a graph with no minor in a given collection
of graphs F , parameterized by treewidth. When F “ tC4u, this is equivalent to Bounded P-
Block Vertex Deletion where P “ tK1,K2,K3u, and the complexity they obtain in this case
is consistent with our result.
Whether this lower bound of Theorem 1.2 is best possible when P contains a cycle on ` ě 4
vertices remains open. However, as partial positive evidence towards this, we note that when P
contains all graphs, the result by Baste, Sau, and Thilikos [1] implies that that Bounded P-Block
Vertex Deletion can be solved in time 2Opw logwqnOp1q when d is fixed, as the minor obstruction
set F consists of 2-connected graphs with d ` 1 vertices, and contains a planar graph: the cycle
graph of length d` 1.
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Bounded-size components. Using a similar technique, we can obtain analogous results for a
simpler problem, which we call Bounded P-Component Vertex Deletion, where we want to
remove at most k vertices such that each connected component of the resulting graph has at most
d vertices and belongs to P. If we have only the size constraint (i.e., P contains every graph), then
this problem is known as Component Order Connectivity [9].
Let P be a class of graphs.
Bounded P-Component Vertex Deletion Parameter: d, w
Input: A graph G of treewidth at most w, and positive integers d and k.
Question: Is there a set S of at most k vertices in G such that each connected component of
G´ S has at most d vertices and is in P?
Drange, Dregi, and van ’t Hof [9] studied the parameterized complexity of a weighted variant
of the Component Order Connectivity problem; their results imply, in particular, that Com-
ponent Order Connectivity can be solved in time 2Opk log dqn, but is W r1s-hard parameterized
by only k or d. The corresponding edge-deletion problem, parameterized by treewidth, was studied
by Enright and Meeks [10]. For general classes P, we prove results that are analogous to those for
Bounded P-Block Vertex Deletion.
Theorem 1.3. Let P be a class of graphs that is hereditary, recognizable in polynomial time, and
consists of only chordal graphs. Then Bounded P-Component Vertex Deletion can be solved
in time 2Opwd2qk2n on graphs with n vertices and treewidth w.
Theorem 1.4. Let P be a hereditary class of graphs that is polynomial-time recognizable. If P
contains the cycle graph on ` ě 4 vertices, then Bounded P-Component Vertex Deletion is
not solvable in time 2opw logwqnOp1q on graphs with n vertices and treewidth at most w even for fixed
d “ `, unless the ETH fails.
Similar to Bounded P-Block Vertex Deletion, the result of Baste, Sau, and Thilikos [1]
implies that when P contains all graphs, Bounded P-Component Vertex Deletion can be
solved in time 2Opw logwqnOp1q when d is fixed.
When d is not fixed, one might ask whether Bounded P-Component Vertex Deletion
admits an fpwqnOp1q-time algorithm; that is, an FPT algorithm parameterized only by treewidth.
We provide a negative answer, showing that the problem is W r1s-hard when P contains all chordal
graphs, even parameterized by both treewidth and k. We further prove two stronger lower bound
results assuming the ETH holds.
Theorem 1.5. Let P be a hereditary class containing all chordal graphs. Then Bounded P-
Component Vertex Deletion is W r1s-hard parameterized by the combined parameter pw, kq.
Moreover, unless the ETH fails, this problem
1. has no fpwqnopwq-time algorithm; and
2. has no fpk1qnopk1{ log k1q-time algorithm, where k1 “ w ` k.
Techniques for positive results. We sketch the proof of Theorem 1.1. Let P be a class of
graphs that is block-hereditary and consists of chordal graphs. A pair pG,Sq consisting of a graph
G and a subset S of its vertex set will be called a boundaried graph.
The key lemma can be briefly described as follows. Suppose there are two boundaried graphs
pG,Sq and pH,Sq with GrSs “ HrSs, and we want to know whether
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p˚q the graph obtained from G and H by identifying vertices in S has at most d vertices and its
blocks are in P.
In the dynamic programming algorithm, we consider one part pG,Sq as a partial solution, and
pH,Sq has a role in the hypothetical complementary solution. We will show that we can guarantee
the statement p˚q if
(i) G and H each have at most d vertices and their blocks are in P,
(ii) for each non-trivial block B of GrSs, the block of G containing B and the block of H containing
B have no conflict near B (we explain this below), and
(iii) if we make an auxiliary bipartite graph with bipartition pA,Bq where
• A is the set of connected components of GrSs,
• B is the union of the set of connected components of G and the set of connected compo-
nents of H,
• X P A is adjacent to Y P B if X is contained in Y ,
then this bipartite graph has no cycles.
Section 3 is devoted to showing a simplified version of this statement (Proposition 3.1).
To establish the condition (ii), we guess a graph gpBq for each non-trivial block B of GrSs, where
gpBq is the block containing B after combining G and H. Note that this target graph gpBq must
be a biconnected chordal graph with at most d vertices. So we consider gpBq to be a biconnected
chordal graph with distinct labels from t1, . . . , du. The necessary local information described in
(ii) will be the set of labels of neighbors of B (with fixed labels on B) in the block of G containing
B. We will store this as hpBq. The important point is that for a chordal graph F and a connected
vertex set Z, there is an one-to-one correspondence between the connected components of F ´ Z
and the connected components of the neighborhood of Z in F (see Lemma 2.1). Therefore, the
neighbors of B provide information about which connected components currently exist around B.
The meaning of “having no conflict” in (ii) is that the neighbors of B in the block of G and in the
block of H have disjoint sets of labels. The pair pg, hq will be considered as an index of the table
of our dynamic programming algorithm.
Once we have considered (i) and (ii), we need to deal with the auxiliary bipartite graph in
(iii). For the pG,Sq part, it is sufficient to know the auxiliary bipartite graph with components
of G. This can be stored as a partition of the set of connected components of GrSs. As the
size of S corresponds to the treewidth of the given graph, to obtain a single-exponential algorithm
parameterized by treewidth, we need to efficiently deal with these partitions corresponding to partial
solutions. This part can be dealt with in a similar manner to the single-exponential time algorithm
for Feedback Vertex Set, using representative-set techniques. We recall the representative-set
technique in Section 4, and prove a variant that is fit for our case.
In the algorithm, for each bag Bt of the tree decomposition, we guess a deletion set X in
Bt, and guess pg, hq for blocks in BtzX. Whenever there is a partial solution corresponding to
these information, we keep the corresponding partition of the set of connected components on the
boundary BtzX. As we take a representative set after partial solutions are updated, we can solve
the problem in time 2OpwqnOp1q.
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Lower bounds. Theorem 1.4 is obtained by a reduction from Permutation kˆk Independent
Set, the problem of finding an independent set of size k in a graph with k2 vertices and Opk4q
edges. One can think of those vertices as forming a k-by-k grid, where one should select exactly
one vertex per row and per column. This problem cannot be solved in time 2opk log kqkOp1q, unless
the ETH fails [15]. The crucial point is that the treewidth of the equivalent instances of Bounded
P-Component Vertex Deletion and Bounded P-Block Vertex Deletion should be in
Θpkq. We achieve this by stretching the information into a chain of Opk4q almost identical pieces,
each encoding one edge of the initial graph. The pieces are linked by small separators of size 2k
that propagate the row and column indices of each of the k choices for the independent set.
For Theorem 1.5, we propose a reduction from Multicolored Clique for the first item, and
more or less the same reduction but from Subgraph Isomorphism for the second. Again, the crux
of the construction is obtaining an instance with low treewidth. This time, we rely on an injective
mapping of edges into integers, which is a folklore trick. Vertices of the initial graph are encoded
as a collection of candidate places where the constructed graph can be disconnected, regularly
positioned on two paths, one with a small weight and one with a larger weight. The edge gadget is
similarly realized with certain vertices that are candidates for removal, as they can disconnect the
constructed graph, each corresponding to a specific edge.
Organization. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the necessary notions
including labelings, treewidth, and boundaried graphs. In Section 3, we prove structural lemmas
about S-blocks, and in Section 4, we discuss representative sets for acyclicity. In Section 5, we
prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.3. Section 6 shows that if P contains the cycle graph on d vertices, then
both problems are not solvable in time 2opw logwqnOp1q on graphs of treewidth at most w, unless the
ETH fails. In Section 7, we further show that if d is not fixed and P contains all chordal graphs,
then Bounded P-Component Vertex Deletion is W r1s-hard when parameterized by both k
and w.
2 Preliminaries
Let G be a graph. We denote the vertex set and the edge set of G by V pGq and EpGq, respectively.
For a vertex v in G, we denote by G´ v the graph obtained by removing v and its incident edges,
and for X Ď V pGq, we denote by G ´ X the graph obtained by removing all vertices in X and
their incident edges. For X Ď V pGq, we denote by GrXs the subgraph induced by the vertex set
X. A subgraph H of G is an induced subgraph of G if H “ GrXs for some vertex subset X of G.
For two graphs G1 and G2, G1 YG2 is the graph with the vertex set V pG1q Y V pG2q and the edge
set EpG1q YEpG2q, and G1XG2 is the graph with the vertex set V pG1q X V pG2q and the edge set
EpG1q X EpG2q.
For a vertex v in G, we denote by NGpvq the set of neighbors of v in G, and NGrvs :“ NGpvqYtvu.
For X Ď V pGq, we let NGpXq :“ pŤvPX NGpvqqzX.
A vertex v of G is a cut vertex if the deletion of v from G increases the number of connected
components. We say G is biconnected if it is connected and has no cut vertices. Note that every
connected graph on at most two vertices is biconnected. A block of G is a maximal biconnected
subgraph of G. We say G is 2-connected if it is biconnected and |V pGq| ě 3.
The length of a path is the number of edges in the path. Similarly, the length of a cycle is the
number of edges in the cycle.
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An induced cycle of length at least four is called a chordless cycle. A graph is chordal if it has
no chordless cycles. For a class of graphs P, a graph is called a P-block graph if each of its blocks
is in P.
For two integers d1, d2 with d1 ď d2, let rd1, d2s be the set of all integers i with d1 ď i ď d2,
and for a positive integer d, let rds :“ r1, ds. For a function f : X Ñ Y and X 1 Ď X, the function
f 1 : X 1 Ñ Y where f 1pxq “ fpxq for all x P X 1 is called the restriction of f on X 1, and is denoted
f |X 1 . For such a pair of functions f and f 1, we also say that f extends f 1 to the set X.
2.1 Chordal graphs
We will use the following property of chordal graphs.
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a connected chordal graph and X be a vertex subset such that GrXs is
connected. Then there is a bijection f from the set of connected components of GrNGpXqs to the
the set of connected components of G ´ X such that a connected component C of GrNGpXqs is
contained in a connected component H of G´X if and only if H “ fpCq.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that no connected component of G ´ X contains two connected
components of GrNGpXqs. Suppose for a contradiction that there is a connected component H
of G ´X containing at least two connected components of GrNGpXqs. Let P be a shortest path
between two connected components of GrNGpXqs in H, with endpoints x1 and x2. Let Q be a
shortest path from NGpx1q X X to NGpx2q X X in GrXs, with endpoints y1 P NGpx1q X X and
y2 P NGpx2q XX. Then x1 ´ y1 ´Q´ y2 ´ x2 ´ P ´ x1 is a chordless cycle, contradicting the fact
that G is a chordal graph.
Since G is connected, each connected component of G ´ X contains exactly one connected
component of GrNGpXqs. Thus, the required bijection exists.
2.2 Block d-labeling
For a graph G where every block has at most d vertices, a block d-labeling of G is a function
L : V pGq Ñ rds such that for each block B of G, L|V pBq is an injection. If a graph is equipped with
a block d-labeling L, then it is called a block d-labeled graph, and we call Lpvq the label of v. Two
block d-labeled graphs G and H are label-isomorphic if there is a graph isomorphism from G to H
that is label preserving. For biconnected block d-labeled graphs G and H, we say H is partially
label-isomorphic to G if H is label-isomorphic to the subgraph of G induced by the vertices with
labels in H. Where there is no ambiguity, a block d-labeled graph will simply be called a d-labeled
graph.
2.3 Treewidth
A tree decomposition of a graph G is a pair pT,Bq consisting of a tree T and a family B “ tBtutPV pT q
of sets Bt Ď V pGq, called bags, satisfying the following three conditions:
1. V pGq “ ŤtPV pT qBt,
2. for every edge uv of G, there exists a node t of T such that u, v P Bt, and
3. for t1, t2, t3 P V pT q, Bt1 XBt3 Ď Bt2 whenever t2 is on the path from t1 to t3 in T .
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The width of a tree decomposition pT,Bq is maxt|Bt| ´ 1 : t P V pT qu. The treewidth of G is the
minimum width over all tree decompositions of G. A path decomposition is a tree decomposition
pP,Bq where P is a path. The pathwidth of G is the minimum width over all path decompositions
of G. We denote a path decomposition pP,Bq as pBv1 , . . . , Bvtq, where P is a path v1v2 ¨ ¨ ¨ vt.
To design a dynamic programming algorithm, we use a convenient form of a tree decomposition
known as a nice tree decomposition. A tree T is said to be rooted if it has a specified node called
the root. Let T be a rooted tree with root node r. A node t of T is called a leaf node if it has
degree one and it is not the root. For two nodes t1 and t2 of T , t1 is a descendant of t2 if the unique
path from t1 to r contains t2. If a node t1 is a descendant of a node t2 and t1t2 P EpT q, then t1 is
called a child of t2.
A tree decomposition pT,B “ tBtutPV pT qq is a nice tree decomposition with root node r P V pT q
if T is a rooted tree with root node r, and every node t of T is one of the following:
1. a leaf node: t is a leaf of T and Bt “ H;
2. an introduce node: t has exactly one child t1 and Bt “ Bt1 Y tvu for some v P V pGqzBt1 ;
3. a forget node: t has exactly one child t1 and Bt “ Bt1ztvu for some v P Bt1 ; or
4. a join node: t has exactly two children t1 and t2, and Bt “ Bt1 “ Bt2 .
Theorem 2.2 (Bodlaender et al. [3]). Given an n-vertex graph G and a positive integer k, one
can either output a tree decomposition of G with width at most 5k` 4, or correctly answer that the
treewidth of G is larger than k, in time 2Opkqn.
Lemma 2.3 (folklore; see Lemma 7.4 in [7]). Given a tree decomposition of an n-vertex graph G
of width w, one can construct a nice tree decomposition pT,Bq of width w with |V pT q| “ Opwnq in
time Opk2 ¨maxp|V pT q|, |V pGq|qq.
2.4 Boundaried graphs
For a graph G and S Ď V pGq, the pair pG,Sq is called a boundaried graph. When G is a d-labeled
graph, we simply say that pG,Sq is a d-labeled graph. Two d-labeled graphs pG,Sq and pH,Sq are
said to be compatible if V pG ´ Sq X V pH ´ Sq “ H, GrSs “ HrSs, and G and H have the same
labels on S. For two compatible d-labeled graphs pG,Sq and pH,Sq, the sum of two graphs is the
graph obtained from the disjoint union of G and H by identifying each vertex of S in G with the
same vertex in H and removing an edge from multiple edges that appear in S. We denote the
resulting graph by pG,Sq ‘ pH,Sq. See Figure 1 for an example.
We also denote by LG‘LH the function from V pGqYV pHq to rds where for v P V pGqYV pHq,
pLG ‘ LHqpvq “ LGpvq if v P V pGq and pLG ‘ LHqpvq “ LHpvq otherwise. Notice that LG ‘ LH is
not necessarily a block d-labeling of G ‘H. For two unlabeled boundaried graphs, we define the
sum in the same way, but ignoring the label condition.
A block of a graph is non-trivial if it has at least two vertices. For a boundaried graph pG,Sq,
a block B of G is called an S-block if it contains an edge of GrSs. Note that every non-trivial block
of GrSs is contained in a unique S-block of G because two distinct blocks share at most one vertex.
Let pG,Sq be a boundaried graph. We define AuxpG,Sq as the bipartite boundaried graph
with bipartition pX ,Yq and boundary Y such that
1. X is the set of components of G, and Y is the set of components of GrSs, and
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pG,Sq
pH,Sq
pG,Sq ‘ pH,Sq
Figure 1: An example of the sum pG,Sq ‘ pH,Sq.
2. for C1 P X and C2 P Y, C1C2 P EpAuxpG,Sqq if and only if C2 is contained in C1.
We remark that when pG,Sq and pH,Sq are two compatible d-labeled graphs, AuxpG,Sq ‘
AuxpH,Sq is well-defined, as G and H have the same set of components on S. We will use this
notation to check, when we take the sum of two compatible d-labeled graphs pG,Sq and pH,Sq,
whether the sum contains a chordless cycle through the cycle of AuxpG,Sq ‘AuxpH,Sq.
3 Lemmas about chordal graphs and S-blocks
In this section, we present several lemmas regarding S-blocks.
For a biconnected d-labeled graph Q, we say that a d-labeled graph pG,Sq is block-wise partially
label-isomorphic to Q if every S-block B of G is partially label-isomorphic to Q. A first result
describes sufficient conditions for when, given a chordal labeled graph Q, the sum of two given
labeled graphs pG,Sq and pH,Sq, each block-wise partially label-isomorphic to Q, is again block-
wise partially label-isomorphic to Q. This argument will be used in the algorithm to decide whether
the sum of two partial solutions is again a partial solution.
To guarantee that the sum is again a block-wise partially label-isomoprhic to Q, we need a
compatibility condition. Informally, this condition arises due to the property of chordal graphs in
Lemma 2.1. Suppose B is a block of GrSs. Then, for the sum to be label-isomorphic to Q, if B1
and B2 are the S-blocks of G and H containing B, then connected components of B1 ´ V pBq and
B2 ´ V pBq have to indicate other components of Q´X, where X is the corresponding vertex set
of B in Q. This can be checked by the labels of neighbors of X in Q, since there is a bijection
between connected components of Q´X and connected components of QrNQpXqs.
Formally, we define this compatibility condition as follows. For two compatible d-labeled graphs
pG,Sq and pH,Sq with labelings LG and LH respectively, we say that pG,Sq and pH,Sq are block-
wise Q-compatible if
1. pG,Sq and pH,Sq are block-wise partially label-isomorphic to Q; and
2. for every non-trivial block B of GrSs, letting B1 and B2 be the S-blocks of G and H that
contain B, respectively, we have
(a) LGpNB1pV pBqqzSq X LHpNB2pV pBqqzSq “ H, and,
(b) for every `1 P LGpNB1pV pBqqzSq and every `2 P LHpNB2pV pBqqzSq, the vertices in Q
with labels `1 and `2 are not adjacent.
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pG,Sq
pH,Sq
Figure 2: An example where the sum of two labeled graphs pG,Sq and pH,Sq, each partially
label-isomorphic to Q, is not partially label-isomorphic to Q, since AuxpG,Sq ‘AuxpH,Sq has a
cycle.
However, this local property is not sufficient to guarantee that the sum is again label-isomorphic
to Q. The reason is that there might be a chordless cycle that is not captured by S-blocks of
pG,Sq‘ pH,Sq. We provide such an example in Figure 2. Observe that, in that case, AuxpG,Sq‘
AuxpH,Sq has a cycle. On the other hand, we can show that if we add the condition that
AuxpG,Sq ‘AuxpH,Sq has no cycles, then the sum is indeed label-isomorphic to Q.
Proposition 3.1. Let Q be a biconnected d-labeled chordal graph. Let pG,Sq and pH,Sq be two
block-wise Q-compatible d-labeled graphs such that AuxpG,Sq ‘ AuxpH,Sq has no cycles. Then
pG,Sq ‘ pH,Sq is block-wise partially label-isomorphic to Q.
The following lemma is an essential property of chordal graphs.
Lemma 3.2. Let F be a connected graph and Q be a connected chordal graph. Let µ : V pF q Ñ V pQq
be a function such that for every induced path p1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pm in F of length at most two, µpp1q, . . . , µppmq
are pairwise distinct and µpp1q ¨ ¨ ¨µppmq is an induced path of Q. Then µ is an injection and
preserves the adjacency relation.
Proof. We first show that µ is an injection.
Claim 1. F has no two vertices v and w with µpvq “ µpwq.
Proof. Suppose F has two distinct vertices v and w with µpvq “ µpwq. Let P “ p1p2 ¨ ¨ ¨ px be a
shortest path from v “ p1 to w “ px in F . Note that P is an induced path, and by assumption,
x ě 4 and µpp1qµpp2qµpp3q is an induced path in Q. This further implies that µpp4q ‰ µppiq for
i P t1, 2, 3u. Thus, we have x ě 5.
Let y P t4, . . . , x´1u be the smallest integer such that µppyq has a neighbor in tµpp1q, . . . , µppy´3qu.
Such an integer exists as µpp1q “ µppxq, so µppx´1q is adjacent to µpp1q, and µppiqµppi`1qµppi`2q
is an induced path for each 1 ď i ď x´2. Let µppzq be a neighbor of µppyq with z P t1, 2, . . . , y´3u
and maximum z. Then µppzqµppz`1q ¨ ¨ ¨µppyqµppzq is an induced cycle of length at least 4, which
contradicts the assumption that Q is chordal. ♦
Now, we show that µ preserves the adjacency relation.
Claim 2. For each v, w P V pF q, vw P EpF q if and only if µpvqµpwq P EpQq.
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B(G;S)
(H;S)
Figure 3: When the block B is not an S-block in Lemma 3.3. For each connected component X of
GrSs, there is a cut vertex of G in B separates X from B in pG,Sq ‘ pH,Sq.
Proof. Suppose there are two vertices v and w in F such that the adjacency relation between
v and w in F is different from the adjacency relation between µpvq and µpwq in Q. When
vw P EpF q, µpvq is adjacent to µpwq in Q by assumption. Thus, vw R EpF q and µpvqµpwq P
EpQq. We choose such vertices v and w with minimum distance in F . Let P “ p1p2 ¨ ¨ ¨ px
be a shortest path from v “ p1 to w “ px in F . Observe that x ě 4. By the minimality
of the distance, each of µpp1qµpp2q ¨ ¨ ¨µppx´1q and µpp2qµpp3q ¨ ¨ ¨µppxq is an induced path in Q.
Therefore, µpp1qµpp2q ¨ ¨ ¨µppxqµpp1q is an induced cycle of length at least four in Q, contradicting
the assumption that Q is chordal. ♦
This completes the proof.
We need two more auxiliary lemmas to prove Proposition 3.1.
Lemma 3.3. Let pG,Sq and pH,Sq be two compatible d-labeled graphs such that AuxpG,Sq ‘
AuxpH,Sq has no cycles. If F is an S-block of pG,Sq ‘ pH,Sq and uv is an edge in F , then uv is
contained in some S-block of G or H.
Proof. We may assume that one of u and v is not contained in S, otherwise the block containing
uv in G or H is an S-block by definition. Without loss of generality, let us assume v P V pGqzS.
This implies that u is also contained in G.
Since uv is an edge, there is a unique block of G containing both u and v. Let C be the
component of G containing u and v, and let B be the block of G containing u and v. If B is an
S-block, then we are done. Thus, we may assume that B is not an S-block.
For each vertex w of G contained in B, let Hw be the subgraph of G induced by the union of w
and all components of C ´ V pBq containing a neighbor of w. One can observe that if Hw contains
a vertex in a connected component of GrSs, then C ´ V pHwq does not contain a vertex of that
component; otherwise, the existence of a cycle through Hw and B implies that B is an S-block. See
Figure 3 for an illustration. This implies that for each connected component X of GrSs contained
in C, there is a vertex w contained in B such that w separates B and X. Furthermore, since
AuxpG,Sq‘AuxpH,Sq has no cycles, for every connected component X of GrSs, there is a vertex
w of G in B such that w separates B from X in pG,Sq ‘ pH,Sq.
As F is an S-block of pG,Sq‘pH,Sq, F contains an edge of GrSs, say xy. Since F contains x, y
and v R S, F has at least 3 vertices and thus it is 2-connected. On the other hand, the conclusion
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in the previous paragraph implies that there is a vertex w such that w separates B and tx, yu in
pG,Sq ‘ pH,Sq. This contradicts the fact that F is 2-connected.
We conclude that B is an S-block.
Lemma 3.4. Let pG,Sq and pH,Sq be two compatible d-labeled graphs such that each S-block of G
or H is chordal, and AuxpG,Sq ‘AuxpH,Sq has no cycles. If F is an S-block of pG,Sq ‘ pH,Sq
and uvw is an induced path in F such that u and w are not contained in the same S-block of G or
H, then
1. v P S, and
2. there is an induced path q1q2 ¨ ¨ ¨ q` from u “ q1 to w “ q` in F ´ v such that each qi is a
neighbor of v.
Proof. Since F contains at least 3 vertices, F is 2-connected. Let C be the component of G
containing v.
(1) We verify that v P S. Suppose v R S, and without loss of generality we assume v P V pGqzS.
By Lemma 3.3, each of uv and vw is contained in some S-block of G. Moreover, since u and w are
not contained in the same block, v is a cut vertex of G. Let H1 be the subgraph of G induced by
the union of v and the component of C ´ v containing u, and let H2 be the subgraph of G induced
by the union of v and the component of C ´ v containing w. Then H1 and H2 do not contain
vertices from the same component of GrSs. This implies that v separates u and w in G, and since
AuxpG,Sq ‘AuxpH,Sq has no cycles, v separates u and w in pG,Sq ‘ pH,Sq. This contradicts
the assumption that F is 2-connected. Therefore, we have v P S.
(2) Let D be the component of GrSs containing v. As v P V pDq, for each z P tu,wu, we have
either z P V pGqzS or z P V pHqzS or z P V pDqztvu.
Claim 3. For each z P tu,wu, there is a path from z to V pDqztvu in G´ v or H ´ v.
Proof. If z P V pDqztvu, then this is clear. We assume z P V pGqzS; the symmetric argument
works when z P V pHqzS. Suppose for contradiction that there is no path from z to V pDqztvu
in G´ v. Then, v is a cut vertex of G separating z from D ´ v.
Let H 1 be the component of C´v containing z. If the other vertex in tu,wuztzu is also contained
in H 1, then there is a cycle formed with v and a path from u to w in H 1, and thus u, v, w are
contained in the same block of G. Furthermore this block is an S-block by Lemma 3.3. This
contradicts the assumption that u and w are not contained in the same S-block. Thus, H 1 does
not contain the other vertex in tu,wuztzu.
Furthermore, since AuxpG,Sq‘AuxpH,Sq has no cycles, v separates u and w in pG,Sq‘pH,Sq.
This contradicts the assumption that F is 2-connected. Therefore, there is a path from z to
V pDqztvu in G´ v. ♦
Let U 11, . . . , U 1p be the connected components of D ´ v, and for each i P t1, . . . , pu, let Ui :“
GrV pU 1iq Y tvus. Generally, we show the following.
Claim 4. There is a sequence W1 ´W2 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´Wm of distinct graphs in tU1, . . . , Upu such that
• there is a path from u to V pW1q in G´ v or H ´ v,
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Figure 4: The required path from u to w described in Lemma 3.4. Dashed edges denote edges
incident with vertices in H ´ S.
• there is a path from w to V pWmq in G´ v or H ´ v, and
• if m ě 2, then for each i P t1, . . . ,m´ 1u, there is a path from V pWiqztvu to V pWi`1qztvu in
G´ v or H ´ v.
Proof. Let Xu,Xw Ď tU1, . . . , Upu such that
• for each X P Xu, there is a path from u to X in pG,Sq ‘ pH,Sq ´ v,
• for each X P Xw, there is a path from w to X in pG,Sq ‘ pH,Sq ´ v.
By Claim 3, Xu and Xw are non-empty. If XuXXw ‰ H, then there is a required path. Suppose
for contradiction that XuXXw “ H. This implies that there is no path from components in Xu
to components in Xw in pG,Sq ‘ pH,Sq ´ v, and furthermore, there is no path from u to w in
pG,Sq ‘ pH,Sq ´ v. This contradicts the fact that F is 2-connected. ♦
Now, we construct the required path. Fix a sequence W1 ´ W2 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ Wm as obtained in
Claim 4. Recall that the vertex set of each Wi is contained in S. See Figure 4 for an illustration.
Let P0 “ z1z2 ¨ ¨ ¨ z` be a path from u “ z1 to w0 “ z` P V pW1qztvu in G´ v or H ´ v such that
(1) ` is minimum,
(2) subject to (1), the distance from w0 to v in W1 is minimum.
Let R be a shortest path from z` to v in W1. As GrV pP0q Y V pRqs is 2-connected, it is contained
in an S-block of G or H, and by assumption, it is chordal. We claim that every vertex in P0
is a neighbor of v. Suppose there exists i P t2, . . . , ` ´ 1u such that zi is not adjacent to v. By
the distance condition, there are no edges between tz1, . . . , zi´1u and tzi`1, . . . , z`uY pV pW1qztvuq.
Merging a shortest path from zi to v in Grtz1, . . . , ziu Y tvus and a shorest path from zi to v
in Grtzi, . . . , z`u Y V pRqs, one can find a chordless cycle in GrV pP0q Y V pRqs; a contradiction.
Therefore, every vertex in V pP0qztz`u is a neighbor of v. Finally, by the assumption that the
distance from w0 to v in W1 is minimum, w0 is a neighbor of v; otherwise Grtz`´1u Y V pRqs is a
chordless cycle. Also, we can observe that every vertex in P0 is in F .
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Similarly, let Pm be a path from w to vm P V pWmqztvu such that the length of Pm is minimum,
and subject to that, the distance from vm to v in Wm is minimum. Also, for each i P t1, . . . ,m´1u,
let Pi be the path from vi P V pWiqztvu to wi P V pWi`1qztvu in G´v or H´v such that the length of
Pi is minimum, and subject to that, the sum of the distance from vi to v in Wi and the distance from
wi to v in Wi`1 is minimum. Lastly, for each i P t1, . . . ,mu, let Qi be a shortest path from wi´1 to
vi in Wi´v. Similar to P0, we can prove that every vertex of Q1YP1Y¨ ¨ ¨YQmYPm is a neighbor
of v, and is contained in F . Therefore, the shortest path from u to w in P0YQ1YP1Y¨ ¨ ¨YQmYPm
is the required path.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Let F be an S-block of pG,Sq ‘ pH,Sq. We need to show that F is
partially label-isomorphic to Q. If F contains at most 2 vertices, then it is contained in GrSs,
and it is clearly partially label-isomorphic to Q. So we may assume |V pF q| ě 3, and thus F is
2-connected.
Let LQ be the labeling of Q. Let LG and LH be labelings of G and H, respectively, and
L :“ LG ‘ LH . By Lemma 3.3, every edge of F is contained in some S-block of G or H. This
implies that for every edge uv of F , we have Lpuq ‰ Lpvq and the vertices with labels Lpuq and
Lpvq are adjacent in Q. Moreover, since pG,Sq and pH,Sq are block-wise partially label-isomorphic
to Q, we have LpV pF qq Ď LQpV pQqq. Let µ : V pF q Ñ V pQq such that for each v P V pF q,
Lpvq “ LQpµpvqq.
To apply Lemma 3.2, it is sufficient to prove the following. Notice that we do not know yet
whether F is chordal or not. But since Q is chordal, every S-block of G is chordal, and also every
S-block of H is chordal.
Claim 5. If uvw is an induced path in F , then Lpuq ‰ Lpwq and µpuqµpvqµpwq is an induced path
in Q.
Proof. First assume that u and w are contained in an S-block of G or H. We further assume
that they are contained in an S-block of G, say Buw. The symmetric argument holds when they
are contained in an S-block of H. We claim that there is an S-block of G or H containing all of
u, v, w. We divide into two cases.
• (Case 1. v P V pGq.) If Buw contains v, then we are done, so we may assume that v R
V pBuwq. Let Puw be a path from u to w in Buw. Note that Puw and v form a cycle of G.
But this implies that v is contained in Buw; a contradiction. This proves the claim.
• (Case 2. v P V pHqzS.) In this case, u and w are contained in S. If u and w are contained
in distinct connected components of GrSs, then AuxpG,Sq ‘AuxpH,Sq contains a cycle
of length 4, because u,w are contained in a connected component of each of G and H. So,
u and w are contained in the same connected component of GrSs. Let Puw be a path from
u to w in GrSs. Then Puw and v form a cycle in H, which implies that u, v, w are contained
in the same S-block of H.
Then, by the definition of partially label-isomorphic graphs, Grtu, v, wus or Hrtu, v, wus is iso-
morphic to Qrtµpuq, µpvq, µpwqus. This means that µpuqµpvqµpwq is an induced path in Q and
the labels of µpuq and µpwq are distinct.
Now, we assume that u and w are not contained in the same S-block of G or H. Recall that
AuxpG,Sq ‘AuxpH,Sq contains no cycles, by the assumption. So, by Lemma 3.4, v P S and
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there is an induced path q1q2 ¨ ¨ ¨ q` from u “ q1 to w “ q` in F ´v such that each qi is a neighbor
of v.
We show that for each i P t1, . . . , ` ´ 2u, Lpqiq, Lpqi`1q, Lpqi`2q are pairwise distinct, and
µpqiqµpqi`1qµpqi`2q is an induced path of Q. Let i P t1, . . . , ` ´ 2u. If all of qi, qi`1, qi`2 are
contained in G or H, then they are contained in the same S-block with v, and the claim follows.
Thus, we may assume that one of qi and qi`2 is contained in G´S, and the other one is contained
in H ´ S. Then the S-block containing qi, qi`1, v and the S-block containing qi`1, qi`2, v share
the edge qi`1v. Since pG,Sq and pH,Sq are block-wise Q-compatible, Lpqiq ‰ Lpqi`2q and µpqiq
is not adjacent to µpqi`2q in Q.
We verify that µpq1qµpq2q ¨ ¨ ¨µpq`q is an induced path of Q. Suppose this is false, and choose
i1, i2 P t1, 2, . . . , `u with i2´ i1 ą 1 and minimum i2´ i1 such that µpqi1q is adjacent to µpqi2q in
Q. By minimality, µpqi1q ¨ ¨ ¨µpqi2´1q and µpqi1`1q ¨ ¨ ¨µpqi2q are induced paths and have length
at least 2. Thus µpqi1q ¨ ¨ ¨µpqi2q is an induced cycle of length at least 4, contradicting the
assumption that Q is chordal. Therefore, µpq1qµpq2q ¨ ¨ ¨µpq`q is an induced path of Q, and, in
particular, Lpuq ‰ Lpwq and µpuq and µpwq are not adjacent in Q, as required. ♦
By Claim 5 and Lemma 3.2, we conclude that F is partially label-isomorphic to Q.
Later, we will consider some information on non-trivial blocks of GrSs, where two blocks in
GrSs contained in the same S-block of G or H have the same information. In Lemma 3.5, we
analyze when this property is preserved after taking the sum of pG,Sq and pH,Sq.
Lemma 3.5. Let A be a set. Let pG,Sq and pH,Sq be two compatible d-labeled graphs, B be the
set of non-trivial blocks in GrSs, and g : B Ñ A be a function such that
• each S-block of G or H is chordal,
• AuxpG,Sq ‘AuxpH,Sq has no cycles, and
• for every B1, B2 P B where B1 and B2 are contained in an S-block of G or H, gpB1q “ gpB2q.
If F is an S-block of pG,Sq ‘ pH,Sq and B1, B2 P B where V pB1q, V pB2q Ď V pF q, then gpB1q “
gpB2q.
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, every edge of F is contained in an S-block of G or H. We define a function
g1 : EpF q Ñ A such that for each vw P EpF q, g1pvwq “ gpBq where B P B and B is contained in
the S-block of G or H containing v and w. We claim that g1peq “ g1pfq for all e, f P EpF q.
Claim 6. g1peq “ g1pfq for all e, f P EpF q.
Proof. Suppose towards a contradiction that there are e, f P EpF q such that e and f share a
vertex and g1peq ‰ g1pfq. Let e “ uv and f “ vw. Then u, v, w are not contained in the same
S-block of G or H as g1peq ‰ g1pfq. Also, this implies that u is not adjacent to w. Thus by
Lemma 3.4, v P S, and there is an induced path q1q2 ¨ ¨ ¨ q` from u “ q1 to w “ q` in F ´ v such
that each qi is a neighbor of v.
As q1, q2, v are contained in the same S-block of G or H, we observe that g
1pq1q2q “ g1pq1vq “
g1puvq. Similarly, we have g1pq`´1q`q “ g1pq`wq “ g1pvwq.
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We claim that for each i P t1, . . . , ` ´ 2u, g1pqiqi`1q “ g1pqi`1qi`2q. Let i P t1, . . . , ` ´ 2u. If
tqi, qi`1, qi`2u Ď V pGq or tqi, qi`1, qi`2u Ď V pHq, then qi, qi`1, qi`2 are contained in the same
S-block with v, and the claim follows. We may assume that one of qi and qi`2 is contained in
G´S and the other one is contained in H´S. In this case, the S-block containing qi, qi`1, v and
the S-block containing qi`1, qi`2, v share the edge qi`1v, and we have g1pqiqi`1q “ g1pqi`1vq “
g1pqi`1qi`2q. Therefore, g1puvq “ g1pq1q2q “ g1pq`´1q`q “ g1pvwq, which is a contradiction.
We conclude that g1peq “ g1pfq for all e, f P EpF q, as required. ♦
Now, for each i P t1, 2u, we choose an edge uivi in Bi. By Claim 6, we have gpB1q “ g1pu1v1q “
g1pu2v2q “ gpB2q.
We also need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.6. Let pG,Sq and pH,Sq be two compatible d-labeled graphs such that AuxpG,Sq ‘
AuxpH,Sq has no cycles. If F is an S-block of pG,Sq ‘ pH,Sq, then AuxpF X G,S X V pF qq ‘
AuxpF XH,S X V pF qq has no cycles.
Proof. Let SF :“ S X V pF q. Suppose towards a contradiction that AuxpF X G,SF q ‘AuxpF X
H,SF q has a cycle C1 ´ F1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ Cm ´ Fm ´ C1, where C1, . . . , Cm are components of F rSF s.
First assume that there are two distinct components Ci, Cj P tC1, . . . , Cmu contained in the
same component of GrSs. We choose such components Ci, Cj such that the distance between Ci
and Cj in the cycle C1 ´F1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´Cm ´Fm ´C1 is minimum. By relabeling if necessary, we may
assume that i ă j and in the sequence Ci, Ci`1, . . . , Cj , there are no two components contained in
the same component of GrSs except the pair pCi, Cjq.
We claim that all of Ci, Fi, Ci`1, Fi`1, . . . , Cj are contained in the same component of G or H.
Without loss of generality, we assume that Fi is contained in G.
Note that AuxpG,Sq ‘AuxpH,Sq has no cycles. So if there is Ci1 for some i ă i1 ď j where
Ci1 and Ci are not contained in the same component of G or H, then there exists i1 ă i2 ď j
where Ci2 and Ci1 are contained in the same connected component of GrSs. But this contradicts
the assumption that Ci and Cj are contained in the same connected component of GrSs where the
distance between Ci and Cj in the cycle C1 ´ F1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´Cm ´ Fm ´C1 is minimum. Also, if Fi1 is
contained in H for some i ă i1, then there exists i1 ă i2 such that Ci1 and Ci2 are contained in the
same connected component of GrSs; a contradiction. Therefore, all of Ci, Fi, Ci`1, Fi`1, . . . , Cj are
contained in the same component of G.
This implies that j “ i` 1; because all these subgraphs are connected to each other in F XG.
Let P be a path from V pCiq to V pCi`1q in Fi with endpoints x and y, and Q be a path from x to
y in GrSs. Then P YQ is a cycle containing x and y, and the existence of this cycle implies that
V pP q Y V pQq Ď V pF q, as F is a block of pG,Sq ‘ pH,Sq. But this implies that Ci and Ci`1 are
contained in the same connected component of F rSF s; a contradiction. We conclude that there are
no two distinct components Ci and Cj contained in the same component of GrSs.
We observe that all of C1, . . . , Cm are contained in the same component of G or H since there
are no two distinct components Ci and Cj contained in the same component of GrSs. This implies
that C1, . . . , Cm are contained in the same component of F X G or F X H. This contradicts the
assumption that C1 ´ F1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ Cm ´ Fm ´ C1 is a cycle.
Lastly, we show that when every S-block of pG,Sq‘pH,Sq is chordal, pG,Sq‘pH,Sq is chordal
if and only if AuxpG,Sq ‘AuxpH,Sq has no cycles.
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Figure 5: Finding a chordless cycle in Proposition 3.7.
Proposition 3.7. Let pG,Sq and pH,Sq be two compatible graphs such that every S-block of
pG,Sq ‘ pH,Sq is chordal. The following are equivalent:
1. pG,Sq ‘ pH,Sq is chordal.
2. AuxpG,Sq ‘AuxpH,Sq has no cycles.
Proof. Let C be the set of components of GrSs.
(1ñ 2). Suppose that AuxpG,Sq‘AuxpH,Sq has a cycle C1´A1´C2´A2´¨ ¨ ¨´Cn´An´C1
where C1, . . . , Cn P C. For convenience, let Cn`1 :“ C1 and An`1 :“ A1.
We construct an induced cycle of length at least 4 in pG,Sq ‘ pH,Sq. For each i P t1, . . . , nu,
we define that
• Pi is the shortest path from Ci to Ci`1 in Ai,
• vi, wi are the end vertices of Pi where vi P V pCiq and wi P V pCi`1q.
• Qi is the shortest path from wi to vi`1 in Ci`1.
Note that n ě 2. We consider two cases depending on whether n “ 2 or not.
Suppose n “ 2. Notice that A1 and A2 may share several components of GrSs. We choose
C1, C2, P1, P2, Q1, Q2 such that the cycle P1 YQ1 Y P2 YQ2 passes the minimum number of com-
ponents of GrSs. This minimality implies that C1 and C2 are the only components of GrSs that
contain vertices of both P1 and P2, and there are no edges between the internal vertices of P1 and
the internal vertices of P2. Therefore, P1 YQ1 Y P2 YQ2 contains a chordless cycle.
Now, assume that n ě 3. In this case, v1 ´ P1 ´ Q1 ´ P2 ´ Q2 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ Pn ´ Qn ´ v1 is a
cycle in pG,Sq ‘ pH,Sq, but is not necessarily a chordless cycle. Call this cycle C. We claim
that C contains a chordless cycle. Let x be the vertex following v2 in P2, and y be the vertex
preceding wn in Pn. See Fig. 5 for an illustration. Take a shortest path P from x to y in the
path y ´ Qn ´ P1 ´ Q1 ´ x. Clearly P has length at least 2, as x and y are contained in distinct
components of Q. Also, every internal vertex of P has no neighbors in the other path of the cycle
v1 ´ P1 ´Q1 ´ P2 ´Q2 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ Pn ´Qn ´ v1 between x and y. So, if we take a shortest path P 1
from x to y along the other part of the cycle v1 ´ P1 ´ Q1 ´ P2 ´ Q2 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ Pn ´ Qn ´ v1, then
P Y P 1 is a chordless cycle. This proves the claim.
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(2 ñ 1). Suppose, towards a contradiction, that pG,Sq ‘ pH,Sq contains a chordless cycle C.
Since G and H are chordal, C should contain a vertex of G´S and a vertex of H´S. By assumption,
we know that every S-block of pG,Sq ‘ pH,Sq is chordal. Thus, C can contain at most one vertex
from each S-block of pG,Sq ‘ pH,Sq. Furthermore, we can observe that |V pCq X V pF q| ď 1 for
every component F of GrSs; otherwise one of S-blocks of pG,Sq‘pH,Sq should contain all vertices
of C, contradicting the fact that every S-block is chordal.
Let C1 ´ C2 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ Cn ´ C1 be the sequence of components of GrSs such that
1. for each v P V pCq X V pCiq, one neighbor of v in C is contained in G ´ S and the other is
contained in H ´ S, and
2. C passes through the components of GrSs in this order.
As C contains at least one vertex of G ´ S and one vertex of H ´ S, such a sequence exists, and
n ě 2. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the internal vertices in the path from C1 to
C2 (corresponding to the first part of the sequence) are contained in G. Then, the internal vertices
in the path from C2 to C3 are contained in H, and we use parts of G´S and H´S alternately. For
each i, pick Ai P V pAuxpG,Sq‘AuxpH,SqqzC corresponding to a component of G or H containing
the internal vertices of the path from Ci to Ci`1. Then C1 ´ A1 ´ C2 ´ A2 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ Cn ´ An ´ C1
contains a cycle of AuxpG,Sq ‘AuxpH,Sq.
4 Representative sets for acyclicity
In our algorithm, we need to store auxiliary graphs AuxpG,Sq for boundaried graphs pG,Sq.
Instead of working with AuxpG,Sq, we work with the partition of the set C of components of GrSs,
where C1, C2 P C are in the same part if and only if they are contained in the same component of G.
This formulation has the advantage that it is convenient for applying representative-set techniques.
For a set S and a family X of subsets of S, we define IncpS,X q as the bipartite graph on the
bipartition pS,X q such that for v P S and X P X with v P X, v and X are adjacent in IncpS,X q.
Let S be a set, and A be a set of partitions of S. A subset A1 of A is called a representative set if
• for every X1 P A and every partition Y of S where IncpS,X1 Y Yq has no cycles, there exists
a partition X2 P A1 such that IncpS,X2 Y Yq has no cycles.
Computing a representative set for a family of partitions is an essential part of our algorithm. To
apply the ideas in [2], it is necessary to translate our problem to finding a pair of partitions X1,X2
where IncpS,X1 Y X2q is connected.
For partitions X1 and X2 of a set S, X1 is a coarsening of X2 if every two elements in the
same part of X2 are in the same part of X1. We denote by X1 Z X2 the common coarsening
of X1 and X2 with the maximum number of parts. For instance, if X1 “ tt1u, t2, 3u, t4uu and
X2 “ tt1, 2u, t3u, t4uu, then both tt1, 2, 3u, t4uu and tt1, 2, 3, 4uu are common coarsenings of X1
and X2, and X1 Z X2 “ tt1, 2, 3u, t4uu.
Lemma 4.1. Let S be a set and X1,X2 be two partitions of S such that IncpS,X1YX2q is connected.
Then IncpS,X1 Y X2q has no cycles if and only if |X1|` |X2| “ |S|` 1.
Proof. Let H :“ IncpS,X1 YX2q. The result follows from the fact that |V pHq| “ |S|` |X1|` |X2|,
|EpHq| “ 2|S|, and a connected graph H has no cycles if and only if |EpHq| “ |V pHq|´ 1.
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For a set S and a partition X of S, a partition Y of S is called a 1-coarsening of X if Y “
X ztX1, . . . , Xmu Y tX1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YXmu for some X1, . . . , Xm P X . Notice that the partition X itself
is a 1-coarsening of X . We will use the following observation. For two partitions X1,X2 of a set S,
the following are equivalent:
• IncpS,X1 Y X2q has no cycles.
• There exists a 1-coarsening X 11 of X1 such that IncpS,X 11YX2q is connected and has no cycles.
Such a 1-coarsening X 11 can be obtained by taking one part of X1 for each component of IncpS,X1Y
X2q and unifying them into one part. Since the vertex corresponding to the new part of X 11 would
be a cut vertex of IncpS,X 11 Y X2q, there will not be an additional cycle in IncpS,X 11 Y X2q while
it is connected.
Theorem 4.2 ([2]; See also Theorem 11.11 in [7]). Given two families of partitions A, B of a
set S, one can, in time AOp1q2Op|S|q, find a set A1 Ď A of size at most 2|S|´1 such that for every
X1 P A and every Y P B such that IncpS,X1 Y Yq is connected, there exists X2 P A1 such that
IncpS,X2 Y Yq is connected.
We explicitly describe a necessary subroutine, Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 RepPartitions(S,A)
Input: A set S and a family A of partitions of S.
Output: A representative set R of A of size at most |S| ¨ 2|S|´1.
1: We compute the family A1 of all 1-coarsenings of partitions in A.
2: For each 1 ď i ď |S|, set Ai :“ tX P A1 : |X | “ iu and Bi the set of all partitions of S of size i.
3: For each 1 ď i, j ď |S| with i ` j “ |S| ` 1, we compute a set Ri from Ai with respect to Bj
using Theorem 4.2.
4: We take the setR from Ť1ďiď|S|Ri by taking the original partition before taking a 1-coarsening,
and output R.
Proposition 4.3. Given a family A of partitions of a set S, Algorithm 1 outputs a representative
set of A of size at most |S| ¨ 2|S|´1 in time AOp1q2Op|S|q.
Proof. Let R be the output of Algorithm 1. Clearly, R Ď A, because we take the original partitions
of
Ť
1ďiď|S|Ri at the last step. Thus, it is sufficient to show that
• for every X1 P A and every partition Y of S where IncpS,X1 Y Yq has no cycles, there exists
a partition X2 P R such that IncpS,X2 Y Yq has no cycles.
To show this, let X1 P A and Y be partitions of S such that IncpS,X1 Y Yq has no cycles. We
know that there exists a 1-coarsening X2 of X1 such that IncpS,X2 Y Yq is connected and has no
cycles. This 1-coarsening X2 is obtained in Step 1. In Step 3, we obtain R|X2|, and there exists
X3 P R|X2| such that IncpS,X3YYq is connected and has no cycles. Let X4 be the partition obtained
from X3 by taking the original partition before taking a 1-coarsening. We have that X4 P R and
IncpS,X4 Y Yq has no cycles, as required. By Theorem 4.2, |R| ď ř1ďiď|S||Ri| ď |S| ¨ 2|S|´1 and
Algorithm 1 runs in time AOp1q2Op|S|q.
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5 Bounded P-Block Vertex Deletion
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.1, restated below.
Theorem 1.1. Let P be a class of graphs that is block-hereditary, recognizable in polynomial time,
and consists of only chordal graphs. Then Bounded P-Block Vertex Deletion can be solved
in time 2Opwd2qk2n on graphs with n vertices and treewidth w.
We provide an overview of our approach for Theorem 1.1.
1. Let pG,Sq be a d-labeled P-block graph, which will be the graph that remains after removing
some partial solution in the dynamic programming algorithm. We first focus on S-blocks of
pG,Sq. For each non-trivial block of GrSs, we guess its final shape as a d-labeled biconnected
graph, and store the labelings of the vertices and their neighbors in the S-block ofG containing
it. Collectively, we call this information a characteristic of pG,Sq.
2. Suppose pH,Sq is a d-labeled P-block boundaried graph compatible with pG,Sq such that
every S-block of pG,Sq ‘ pH,Sq is a d-labeled P-block graph. Note that pG,Sq ‘ pH,Sq still
may have a chordless cycle, and by Proposition 3.7, pG,Sq ‘ pH,Sq is chordal if and only if
AuxpG,Sq ‘AuxpH,Sq has no cycles. If pG,Sq ‘ pH,Sq is chordal, then it is easy to check
that for every block B of pG,Sq ‘ pH,Sq, either B is contained in one of G and H, or it is
an S-block. Thus, instead of storing AuxpG,Sq, we will store the corresponding partition of
the set of components of GrSs. To avoid storing all such partitions, whose total size might be
2c¨w logw for some constant c, we use the representative set technique discussed in Section 4.
3. We formally describe and prove an equivalence between two boundaried graphs in Theo-
rem 5.1.
For convenience, we fix an integer d ě 2 and a class P of graphs that is block-hereditary,
recognizable in polynomial time, and consists of only chordal graphs. Let Ud be the set of all
d-labeled biconnected P-block graphs. For a boundaried graph pG,Sq, we denote by BlockpG,Sq
the set of all non-trivial blocks in GrSs.
5.1 Characteristics
For a d-labeled graph pG,Sq with labeling L, a characteristic of pG,Sq is a pair pg, hq of functions
g : BlockpG,Sq Ñ Ud and h : BlockpG,Sq Ñ 2rds satisfying the following: for each B P BlockpG,Sq
and the unique S-block X of G containing B,
(a) (label-isomorphism condition) X is partially label-isomorphic to gpBq;
(b) (coincidence condition) for every B1 P BlockpG,Sq contained in X, gpB1q “ gpBq;
(c) (neighborhood condition) hpBq “ LpNXpV pBqqzSq; and
(d) (completeness condition) for every w where w P V pXqzS or twu “ V pXq X V pCq for some
component C of GrSs, XrNXrwss is label-isomorphic to gpBqrNgpBqrzss where z is the vertex
in gpBq with label Lpwq.
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The conditions (a) and (c) were motivated in the overview. Since we want that gpBq is a final block
containing B, for other non-trivial block B1 of GrSs already contained in the same block of G with
B, it has to indicate the same final block. This is the condition (b). If we just say that (a) X is
partially label-isomorphic to gpBq, some vertex of X may have unexpected neighbor. To avoid this
problem, we impose the last condition (d).
For a d-labeled P-block graph pG,Sq with characteristic pg, hq and a d-labeled P-block graph
pH,Sq compatible with pG,Sq, the sum pG,Sq ‘ pH,Sq respects pg, hq if for each B P BlockpG,Sq,
the S-block of pG,Sq ‘ pH,Sq containing B is label-isomorphic to gpBq.
The following is the main combinatorial result regarding characteristics.
Theorem 5.1. Let pG1, Sq, pG2, Sq, and pH,Sq be d-labeled P-block graphs such that
• for each i P t1, 2u, pGi, Sq is compatible with pH,Sq,
• pG1, Sq and pG2, Sq have the same characteristic pg, hq, and
• AuxpG2, Sq ‘AuxpH,Sq has no cycles.
If pG1, Sq‘pH,Sq is a d-labeled P-block graph that respects pg, hq, then pG2, Sq‘pH,Sq is a d-labeled
P-block graph that respects pg, hq.
Proof. Suppose pG1, Sq ‘ pH,Sq is a d-labeled P-block graph that respects pg, hq. We first show
pG2, Sq ‘ pH,Sq respects pg, hq. Choose a non-trivial block B of G2rSs, let Q :“ gpBq, and let F
be the S-block of pG2, Sq ‘ pH,Sq containing B. As a shortcut, set SF :“ V pF q X S. Let LF be
the function from V pF q to rds that sends each vertex to its label from G2 or H. Let LQ be the
labeling of Q.
We first show that LF is a d-labeling of F , and F is partially label-isomorphic to Q. We verify
the conditions of Proposition 3.1 by regarding F as the sum of pF X G2, SF q and pF XH,SF q to
show that F is partially label-isomorphic to Q. We additionally show that LQpV pQqq Ď LF pV pF qq,
in order to complete the proof.
Claim 7. For every non-trivial block B1 of G2rSs with V pB1q Ď V pF q, gpB1q “ Q.
Proof. Note that AuxpG2, Sq ‘ AuxpH,Sq has no cycles. Since pg, hq is a characteristic of
pG2, Sq, for non-trivial blocks B1, B2 of G2rSs contained in the same S-block of G2, gpB1q “
gpB2q. Also, since pG1, Sq‘pH,Sq respects pg, hq, for non-trivial blocksB1, B2 ofG2rSs contained
in the same S-block of H, gpB1q “ gpB2q. Thus, the claim follows from Lemma 3.5. ♦
SinceAuxpG2, Sq‘AuxpH,Sq has no cycles, by Lemma 3.6, AuxpFXG2, SF q‘AuxpFXH,SF q
has no cycles. To apply Proposition 3.1, it remains to show that pF XG2, SF q and pF XH,SF q are
block-wise Q-compatible.
Claim 8. pF XG2, SF q and pF XH,SF q are block-wise Q-compatible.
Proof. By Claim 7 and the fact that pg, hq is a characteristic of pG2, Sq, F XG2 is block-wise
partially label-isomorphic to Q. By Claim 7 and the fact that pG1, Sq ‘ pH,Sq respects pg, hq,
F XH is block-wise partially label-isomorphic to Q.
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We now confirm the second condition of being block-wise Q-compatible. Let B P BlockpF, SF q.
Let B1 be the S-block of G2 containing B, B2 be the S-block of H containing B, and B
1
1 be the
S-block of G1 containing B.
Since pG1, Sq ‘ pH,Sq respects pg, hq, NB11pV pBqqzS and NB2pV pBqqzS have disjoint sets of
labels. As pG1, Sq and pG2, Sq have the same characteristic, NB11pV pBqqzS and NB1pV pBqqzS
have the same set of labels, and thus NB1pV pBqqzS and NB2pV pBqqzS have disjoint sets of labels.
Furthermore, for every `1 P LF pNB1pV pBqqzSq and every `2 P LF pNB2pV pBqqzSq, the vertices
in Q with labels `1 and `2 are not adjacent because there are no edges between NB11pV pBqqzS
and NB2pV pBqqzS in pG1, Sq ‘ pH,Sq. ♦
By Claim 8 and Proposition 3.1, LF is a d-labeling of F and F is partially label-isomorphic to
Q. Lastly, we show that F and Q have the same set of labels.
Claim 9. LQpV pQqq Ď LF pV pF qq.
Proof. Suppose there is a vertex v in Q such that F has no vertex with label LQpvq. We choose
such a vertex v so that there exists w P V pQq that is adjacent to v in Q where the label of w
appears in F . We can choose such vertices v and w because Q is connected, V pF q ‰ H, and
LF pV pF qq Ď LQpV pQqq. Let w1 be the vertex in F with label LQpwq.
First assume w1 P V pF qzS. If w1 P V pG2qzS, then by the completeness condition of the char-
acteristic, U rNU rw1ss is label-isomorphic to QrNQrwss, where U is the S-block of G2 containing
w1 and V pUq Ď V pF q. If w1 P V pHqzS, then since pG1, Sq ‘ pH,Sq respects pg, hq, U rNU rw1ss is
label-isomorphic to QrNQrwss, where U is the S-block of H containing w1 and V pUq Ď V pF q.
Thus, in these cases, F contains a vertex with label LQpvq; a contradiction. We may assume
that w1 is contained in S.
Next, we assume that tw1u is the vertex set of some component of F rSF s. In this case, F has at
least 3 vertices, because F contains some edge of G2rSs. Thus, w1 has a neighbor in F . We claim
that w1 has neighbors in precisely one of F XG2 and F XH. Towards a contradiction, suppose
w1 has neighbors in both F XG2 and F XH. Note that F ´w1 is connected. We take a shortest
path P from NFXG2pw1q to NFXHpw1q. By construction, the end vertices of P are not adjacent,
and w1 is not adjacent to any internal vertices of P . Thus, F rtw1u Y V pP qs is a chordless cycle,
contradicting the fact that F is partially label-isomorphic to Q and Q is chordal. We conclude
that w1 has neighbors in precisely one of F XG2 and F XH.
If w1 has a neighbor in F X G2, then by the completeness condition of the characteristic,
U rNU rw1ss is label-isomorphic to QrNQrwss, where U is the S-block of G2 containing w1 and
V pUq Ď V pF q. If w1 has a neighbor in F X H, then since pG1, Sq ‘ pH,Sq respects pg, hq,
U rNU rw1ss is label-isomorphic to QrNQrwss, where U is the S-block of H containing w1 and
V pUq Ď V pF q. Thus, in these cases, F contains a vertex with label LQpvq; a contradiction.
Finally, we may assume that there is a non-trivial block B1 of F rSF s containing w1. We observe
that the S-block of pG1, Sq‘pH,Sq containing B1 is label-isomorphic to Q. We also observe that
every label appearing in the neighborhood of w1 in the S-block of pG1, Sq ‘ pH,Sq containing
B1 appears in the neighborhood of w1 in pG2, Sq ‘ pH,Sq as well, because pG1, Sq and pG2, Sq
have the same characteristic. This contradicts the assumption that F has no vertex with label
LQpvq. We conclude that LQpV pQqq Ď LF pV pF qq. ♦
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We conclude that F is label-isomorphic to Q. Since B was arbitrarily chosen, this implies that
pG2, Sq ‘ pH,Sq respects pg, hq. Lastly, we confirm that pG2, Sq ‘ pH,Sq is a d-labeled P-block
graph.
Claim 10. The graph pG2, Sq ‘ pH,Sq is a d-labeled P-block graph.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that every non S-block of pG2, Sq ‘ pH,Sq is fully contained in
G2 or H. We observe that since AuxpG2, Sq ‘AuxpH,Sq has no cycles and every S-block of
pG2, Sq ‘ pH,Sq is chordal, by Proposition 3.7, we have pG2, Sq ‘ pH,Sq is chordal.
Suppose towards a contradiction that there is a non S-block U of pG2, Sq ‘ pH,Sq intersecting
both G2 ´ S and H ´ S. We choose a triple pv, w,Dq such that
• v P V pUq X pV pG2qzSq, w P V pUq X pV pHqzSq, D is a cycle containing v and w in U ; and
• the length of D is minimum.
Let P1 and P2 be the two paths from v to w in D.
We claim that there are no edges between the internal vertices of P1 and the internal vertices
of P2. Suppose there is an edge p1p2 for some p1 P V pP1qztv, wu and p2 P V pP2qztv, wu. One
of p1 and p2 is contained in G2 ´ S or H ´ S, as U can contain at most one vertex of each
component of G2rSs. Now, if p1 and p2 are contained in G2, then we can replace v with one of
p1 and p2 that is in G2 ´ S, and obtain a cycle shorter than D; a contradiction. Similarly, if
they are contained in H, then we obtain a cycle shorter than D. This implies that there are no
edges between the internal vertices of P1 and the internal vertices of P2. Since v is not adjacent
to w, D is a chordless cycle, which contradicts the fact that pG2, Sq ‘ pH,Sq is chordal. We
conclude that every non S-block of pG2, Sq‘ pH,Sq is fully contained in G2 or H, and therefore
pG2, Sq ‘ pH,Sq is a d-labeled P-block graph. ♦
This concludes the proof.
5.2 Main algorithm
Let pG,Sq be a boundaried graph, and C be the set of components of GrSs. For a partition Z of
C, we write IncpC,Zq „ AuxpG,Sq if
• two components of GrSs are in the same part of Z if and only if they are contained in the
same component of G.
One can observe that there is an isomorphism from IncpC,Zq to AuxpG,Sq that maps each com-
ponent of C to the same component.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Using Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.3, we obtain a nice tree decomposition of
G of width at most 5w ` 4 in time Opcw ¨ nq for some constant c. Let pT,B “ tBtutPV pT qq be the
resulting nice tree decomposition with root node ro. For each node t of T , let Gt be the subgraph
of G induced by the union of all bags Bt1 where t
1 is a descendant of t. Recall that Ud is the class
of all biconnected d-labeled P-block graphs, where each H in Ud has a labeling LH . Note that
|Ud| ď 2pd2q. We start with enumerating all graphs in Ud and their labelings. It takes time 2Opd2q.
We define the following notation for every pair a node t of T and X Ď Bt:
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1. Let Comppt,Xq be the set of all components of GrBtzXs.
2. Let Partpt,Xq be the set of all partitions of Comppt,Xq.
3. Let Blockpt,Xq be the set of all non-trivial blocks of GrBtzXs.
For each node t of T , X Ď Bt, and a function L : BtzX Ñ rds, we define Fpt,X, Lq as the set of
all pairs pg, hq consisting of functions g : Blockpt,Xq Ñ Ud and h : Blockpt,Xq Ñ 2rds. We say that
pg, hq is valid if
• L is a d-labeling of GrBtzXs,
• for each B P Blockpt,Xq, B is partially label-isomorphic to gpBq, and
• for each B P Blockpt,Xq, LpV pBqq X hpBq “ H.
Furthermore, for i P t0, 1, . . . , ku and pg, hq P Fpt,X, Lq, let crt, pX,L, i, pg, hqqs be the family of all
partitions X in Partpt,Xq satisfying the following property: there exist S Ď V pGtqzBt with |S| “ i
and a d-labeling L1 of Gt ´ pX Y Sq where
• L “ L1|BtzX ,
• Gt ´ pX Y Sq is a P-block graph,
• pg, hq is a characteristic of pGt ´ pX Y Sq, BtzXq, and
• IncpComppt,Xq,X q „ AuxpGt ´ pX Y Sq, BtzXq.
Such a pair pS,L1q will be called a partial solution with respect to pt, pX,L, i, pg, hqq,X q. It is easy
to verify that crt, pX,L, i, pg, hqqs “ H if pg, hq is not valid. LetMt be the set of all possible tuples
pX,L, i, pg, hqq at node t.
The main idea of the algorithm is that instead of fully computing crt,M s forM “ pX,L, i, pg, hqq P
Mt, we recursively enumerate a set rrt,M s that represents crt,M s. Formally, for a subset rrt,M s Ď
crt,M s, we denote rrt,M s ” crt,M s if
• for every X P crt,M s and a partial solution pS,L1q with respect to pt,M,X q and Sout Ď
V pGqzV pGtq where pG´pSYX YSoutq, BtzXq is a d-labeled P-block graph respecting pg, hq
(considering G ´ pS Y X Y Soutq as the sum pGt ´ pS Y Xq, BtzXq ‘ pG ´ pV pGtqzBtq ´
pX Y Soutq, BtzXq), there exists X1 P rrt,M s and a partial solution pS1, L2q with respect to
pt,M,X1q such that pG´pS1YXYSoutq, BtzXq is a d-labeled P-block graph respecting pg, hq.
By the definition of rrt,M s, the problem is a Yes-instance if and only if there exists pX,L, i, pg, hqq P
Mr with |X| ` i ď k such that rrro, pX,L, i, pg, hqqs ‰ H. To decide whether the problem is a
Yes-instance, we enumerate rrt,M s for all nodes t and all M PMt.
Whenever we update rrt,M s, we confirm that |rrt,M s| ď w ¨ 2w´1. This is a consequence of
Proposition 4.3. We describe how to update families rrt,M s depending on the type of node t, and
prove the correctness of each procedure. We fix such a tuple. For each leaf node t and all 0 ď i ď k
and empty functions L, g, h, we assign rrt, pH, L, i, pg, hqqs :“ H. We may assume that t is not a
leaf node. Let M :“ pX,L, i, pg, hqq PMt. We may assume pg, hq is valid.
1) t is an introduce node with child t1 and BtzBt1 “ tvu:
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If v P X, then Gt ´ X “ Gt1 ´ pXztvuq and BtzX “ Bt1zpXztvuq. So, we can set rrt,M s :“
rrt1, pXztvu, L, i, pg, hqqs. We assume v R X, and let Lres :“ L|Bt1zX .
For a pair pg, hq P Fpt,X, Lq, a pair pg1, h1q P Fpt1, X, Lresq is called the restriction of pg, hq if
• for B1 P Blockpt1, Xq and B2 P Blockpt,Xq with V pB1q Ď V pB2q,
– g1pB1q “ gpB2q,
– if v P V pB2q, then every vertex in g1pB1q with label in h1pB1q is not adjacent to the
vertex in g1pB1q with label Lpvq,
• for B1 P Blockpt1, Xq and B2 P Blockpt,Xq with V pB1q Ď V pB2q and v R V pB2q, h1pB1q “
hpB2q, and
• for B2 P Blockpt,Xq containing v, hpB2q “ ŤB1PBlockpt1,Xq,V pB1qĎV pB2q hpB1q.
Claim 11. For every X P Partpt,Xq, X P crt,M s if and only if there exist a restriction pg1, h1q of
pg, hq and Y P crt1, pX,Lres, i, pg1, h1qqs such that
• v has neighbors on at most one component in each part of Y (that is, IncpComppt1, Xq,Yq ‘
AuxpGrBtzXs, Bt1zXq has no cycles), and
• if v has at least one neighbor in GrBtzXs, then X is the partition obtained from Y by, for parts
Y1, . . . , Ym of Y containing components having a neighbor of v, removing all of Y1, . . . , Ym and
adding a part that consists of all components of GrBtzXs that are not contained in parts of
YztY1, . . . , Ymu; and otherwise, X “ Y Y ttvuu.
Proof. Suppose X P crt,M s and let pS,Ltq be a partial solution with respect to pt,M,X q.
Observe
Gt ´ pX Y Sq “ pGt1 ´ pX Y Sq, Bt1zXq ‘ pGrBtzXs, Bt1zXq.
Let Y P Partpt1, Xq such that IncpComppt1, Xq,Yq „ AuxpGt1 ´ pX Y Sq, Bt1zXq.
As Gt ´ pX Y Sq “ pGt1 ´ pX Y Sq, Bt1zXq ‘ pGrBtzXs, Bt1zXq and Gt ´ pX Y Sq is chordal, by
Proposition 3.7,
IncpComppt1, Xq,Yq ‘AuxpGrBtzXs, Bt1zXq
has no cycles. The second condition holds by the definition of Y. Since we can naturally obtain
a restriction pg1, h1q of pg, hq for pGt1 ´ pX Y Sq, Bt1zXq, this concludes the proof of the forward
direction.
For the converse, suppose there exist pg1, h1q and Y satisfying the assumption. Let Mres :“
pX,Lres, i, pg1, h1qq, and pS,Lt1q be a partial solution with respect to pt1,Mres,Yq. For conve-
nience, we define that
• H :“ Gt ´ pX Y Sq,
• H 1 :“ Gt1 ´ pX Y Sq,
• Lt : V pHq Ñ rds is the function obtained from Lt1 by further assigning Ltpvq :“ Lpvq.
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We claim that pg, hq is a characteristic of pH,BtzXq. Before checking the conditions of a charac-
teristic, we show that if two blocks D1, D2 P Blockpt1, Xq are contained in the same pBt1zXq-block
of H, then g1pD1q “ g1pD2q.
Let D1, D2 P Blockpt1, Xq. If D1 and D2 are contained in the same pBt1zXq-block of pH 1, Bt1zXq,
then g1pD1q “ g1pD2q because pg1, h1q is a characteristic of pH 1, Bt1zXq. Also, if D1 and D2 are
contained in the same pBt1zXq-block of pGtrBtzXs, Bt1zXq, then g1pD1q “ g1pD2q as pg1, h1q
is a restriction of pg, hq. By the assumption, IncpComppt1, Xq,Yq ‘AuxpGrBtzXs, Bt1zXq and
equivalently, AuxpH 1, Bt1zXq‘AuxpGrBtzXs, Bt1zXq have no cycles. Therefore, by Lemma 3.5,
if D1 and D2 are contained in the same pBt1zXq-block of H, then g1pD1q “ g1pD2q.
Let B P Blockpt,Xq and F be the pBtzXq-block of H containing B.
1. (Coincidence condition)
Let B1 P BlockpH,BtzXq such that B ‰ B1 and B1 is contained in F . First assume
that |V pBqztvu| “ 1 or |V pB1qztvu| “ 1. In this case, since v has neighbors on at most one
component in each part of Y, Btztvu and Bt1ztvu must be contained in the same component
of GrBt1zXs; call it C. Then there is a path from Btztvu to Bt1ztvu in C, and therefore B
and B1 are contained in the same block of GrBtzXs. This contradicts the assumption that
B and B1 are distinct blocks in BlockpH,BtzXq.
Thus, both B and B1 contain non-trivial blocks U and U 1 in GrBt1zXs respectively, where
g1pUq “ g1pU 1q. This implies that gpBq “ gpB1q.
2. (Neighborhood condition)
We need to show that hpBq “ ŤB1PBlockpt1,Xq,V pB1qĎV pBq hpB1q. Note that pg1, h1q is a
restriction of pg, hq. If B does not contain v, then B is a block of GrBt1zXs, and hpBq “
h1pBq. We assume that B contains v.
It is easy to confirm that hpBq Ě ŤB1PBlockpt1,Xq,V pB1qĎV pBq hpB1q, since the block of H 1
containing B1 P Blockpt1, Xq with V pB1q Ď V pBq has to be contained in F . To see that
hpBq Ď ŤB1PBlockpt1,Xq,V pB1qĎV pBq hpB1q, let z P NF pV pBqq, and choose a neighbor w of z
in B. Since v is introduced at the current node, w ‰ v. Thus F contains three vertices,
and F is 2-connected. Also, if V pBq “ tv, wu, then w is a cut vertex in F , a contradiction.
So B also has at least 3 vertices, and it is 2-connected. In particular, B ´ v is connected.
We take a shortest path P from z to V pBq in F ´w. Let p be the endpoint of P at V pBq,
and let Q be a path from p to w in B ´ v. Then P Y Q and wz form a cycle and thus
there exists an S-block B1 of H
1 with V pB1q Ď V pBq, where z is in the neighborhood of
this block. This implies that hpBq Ď ŤB1PBlockpt1,Xq,V pB1qĎV pBq hpB1q.
3. (Label-isomorphism condition)
We prove that F is partially label-isomorphic to gpBq. Let F1 :“ FXH 1, F2 :“ FXGrBtzXs,
and U “ V pF1q X V pF2q. Since AuxpH 1, Bt1zXq ‘ AuxpGrBtzXs, Bt1zXq has no cycles,
by Lemma 3.6, AuxpF1, Uq ‘ AuxpF2, Uq has no cycles. To apply Proposition 3.1, we
verify that pF1, Uq and pF2, Uq are block-wise gpBq-compatible. We observed that if two
non-trivial blocks D1 and D2 of GrBt1zXs are contained in F , then g1pD1q “ g1pD2q “ gpBq.
Since pg1, h1q is a characteristic of pH 1, Bt1zXq, pF1, Uq is block-wise partially label-isomorphic
to gpBq. Also, since pg, hq is valid, pF2, Uq is block-wise partially label-isomorphic to
gpBq. As pg1, h1q is a restriction of pg, hq, for B1 P Blockpt1, Xq and B2 P Blockpt,Xq with
V pB1q Ď V pB2q and v P V pB2q, every vertex in g1pB1q with label in h1pB1q is not adjacent
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to the vertex in g1pB1q with label Lpvq. Because of this condition, the second condition of
being block-wise gpBq-compatible is also satisfied.
By Proposition 3.1, F is partially label-isomorphic to gpBq.
4. (Completeness condition)
This follows from the fact that pg1, h1q is a restriction of pg, hq and it is a characteristic of
pH 1, Bt1zXq.
All together we conclude that pg, hq is a characteristic of pH,BtzXq and therefore X P crt,M s.
♦
When v R X, we update rrt,M s as follows. Set K :“ H at the beginning. For every pg1, h1q P
Fpt1, X, Lresq, we test whether pg1, h1q is a restriction of pg, hq. Assume pg1, h1q is a restriction of
pg, hq, otherwise, we skip it. Now, for each Y P rrt1, pX,Lres, i, pg1, h1qqs, we check the two conditions
for pg1, h1q and Y in Claim 11, and if they are satisfied, then we add the set X described in Claim 11
to K; otherwise, we skip it. Since |Fpt1, X, Lresq| ď 2Opwd2q and |rrt1, pX,Lres, i, pg1, h1qqs| ď w¨2w´1,
the whole procedure can be done in time 2Opwd2q. After we do this for all possible candidates, we
take a representative set of K using Proposition 4.3, and assign the resulting set to rrt,M s. Since
|K| ď 2Opwd2q, we can apply Proposition 4.3 in time 2Opwd2q. Also, we have |rrt,M s| ď w ¨ 2w´1.
We claim that rrt,M s ” crt,M s. Let Gout :“ G ´ pV pGtqzBtq. Let X P crt,M s and pS,L1q be
a partial solution with respect to pt,M,X q, and suppose there exists Sout Ď V pGqzV pGtq where
G´ pS YX Y Soutq “ pGt ´ pX Y Sq, BtzXq ‘ pGout ´ pX Y Soutq, BtzXq
is a d-labeled P-block graph respecting pg, hq. Note that every pBt1zXq-block of G´pSYXYSoutq is
chordal as such a block is also a pBtzXq-block ofG´pSYXYSoutq. SinceG´pSYXYSoutq is chordal,
by Proposition 3.7, AuxpGt1 ´ pX Y Sq, Bt1zXq ‘ AuxpGout ´ pX Y Soutq, Bt1zXq has no cycles.
Recall that Mres :“ pX,Lres, i, pg1, h1qq. As rrt1,Mress ” crt1,Mress, there exist Y P rrt1,Mress and
a partial solution pS1, L2q with respect to pt1,Mres,Yq such that
• IncpComppt1, Xq,Yq „ AuxpGt1 ´ pX Y S1q, Bt1zXq, and
• AuxpGt1 ´ pX Y S1q, Bt1zXq ‘AuxpGout ´ pX Y Soutq, Bt1zXq has no cycles.
By Theorem 5.1, G´ pS1 YX Y Soutq is also a d-labeled P-block graph respecting pg, hq.
By the update procedure, the partition X1 where IncpComppt,Xq,X1q „ AuxpGt ´ pX Y
S1q, BtzXq is added to the set K, and there exist X2 P rrt,M s and a partial solution pS2, L3q with
respect to pt,M,X2q such that G´ pS2 YX Y Soutq is a d-labeled P-block graph respecting pg, hq.
This shows that rrt,M s ” crt,M s.
2) t is a forget node with child t1 and Bt1zBt “ tvu:
A pair pg1, h1q P Fpt1, X, L1q is called an extension of pg, hq if
• pg1, h1q is valid and L1 is an extension of L on Bt1zX,
• for B1 P Blockpt,Xq and B2 P Blockpt1, Xq with V pB1q Ď V pB2q,
– g1pB2q “ gpB1q,
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– if v R V pB2q, then hpB1q “ h1pB2q,
– if v P V pB2q, then hpB1q is the union of tL1pvqu and the set of labels in NgpB1qpAq that
appear in h1pB2q where A is the set of vertices in gpB1q with labels in LpB1q.
We show the following.
Claim 12. For every X P Partpt,Xq, X P crt,M s if and only if one of the following holds:
(i) X P crt1, pX Y tvu, L, i´ 1, pg, hqqs, or
(ii) there exist an extension Lext of L on Bt1zX, an extension pg1, h1q of pg, hq in Fpt1, X, Lextq with
respect to Lext, and Y P crt1, pX,Lext, i, pg1, h1qqs such that X is the partition obtained from
Y by replacing the component U of GrBt1zXs containing v with the components of GrBtzXs
contained in U .
Proof. We first show the backward direction. If X P crt1, pX Y tvu, L, i ´ 1, pg, hqqs, then
X P crt,M s, as we can put v into the partial solution. Suppose statement (ii) holds. Then
there exists a partial solution pS,L1q with respect to pt, pX,Lext, i, pg1, h1qq,Yq. It is not difficult
to verify that pg, hq is the characteristic of pGt ´ pX Y Sq, BtzXq and IncpComppt,Xq,X q „
AuxpGt ´ pX Y Sq, BtzXq. Thus, X P crt,M s.
For the other direction, suppose X P crt,M s, and let pS,L1q be a partial solution with respect to
pt,M,X q. If v P S, then X P crt1, pX Y tvu, L, i´ 1, pg, hqqs, and the statement (i) holds. Thus,
we may assume that v R S.
Let Lext :“ L1|Bt1zX and Y P Partpt1, Xq such that IncpComppt1, Xq,Yq „ AuxpGt ´ pX Y
Sq, Bt1zXq. Since Gt ´ pX Y Sq “ Gt1 ´ pX Y Sq, one can observe that X is the partition
obtained from Y by replacing the component U of GrBtzXs containing v with the components
of Bt1zX contained in U . We focus on showing that there exists an extension pg1, h1q of pg, hq in
Fpt1, X, Lextq that is the characteristic of pGt1 ´ pX Y Sq, Bt1zXq.
We construct pg1, h1q as follows.
• Suppose there is a block B P Blockpt1, Xq containing v. If there exists B1 P Blockpt,Xq
where B and B1 are contained in the same block of Gt´pXYSq, then we let g1pBq “ gpB1q.
Otherwise, we know that the block of Gt1 ´ pX Y Sq containing v is label-isomorphic to a
graph in Ud; let g1pBq be this graph.
• For B P Blockpt1, Xq with v R V pBq, let g1pBq “ gpBq.
• Also, for every B P Blockpt1, Xq, let h1pBq be the set of labels that appear in the neighbors
of vertices of B that are in the block of Gt1 ´ pS YXq containing B and are not in Bt1zX.
Then pg1, h1q is an extension of pg, hq, and Y P crt1, pX,Lext, i, pg1, h1qqs. ♦
We update rrt,M s as follows. Set K :“ H. First, we add all partitions in rrt1, pX Y tvu, L, i´
1, pg, hqqs to K. At the second step, for every extension Lext of L on Bt1zX and every pg1, h1q P
Fpt1, X, Lextq, we test whether pg1, h1q is an extension of pg, hq. Note that the condition for h can be
checked in polynomial in d and w. In the case when pg1, h1q is an extension of pg, hq with respect to
Lext, for all partitions Y P rrt1, pX,Lext, i, pg1, h1qqs, we add the set X satisfying the second statement
in Claim 12 to K, and otherwise, we skip this pair. This can be done in time 2Opwd2q. After we
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do this for all possible candidates, we take a representative set of K using Proposition 4.3, and
assign the resulting set to rrt,M s. Notice that |K| ď 2Opwd2q. By Proposition 4.3, the procedure of
obtaining a representative set can be done in time 2Opwd2q, and we have |rrt,M s| ď w ¨ 2w´1.
We claim that rrt,M s ” crt,M s. Let X P crt,M s and pS,L1q be a partial solution with respect
to pt,M,X q and Sout Ď V pGqzV pGtq where G ´ pS Y X Y Soutq is a d-labeled P-block graph
respecting pg, hq. Let Gout :“ G ´ pV pGt1qzBt1q. The graph G ´ pS Y X Y Soutq can be seen as
pGt1 ´ pX Y Sq, Bt1zXq ‘ pGout ´ pX Y Soutq, Bt1zXq.
Note that every pBt1zXq-block of G´pSYXYSoutq is chordal. Since G´pSYXYSoutq is chordal,
by Proposition 3.7, AuxpGt1 ´ pX Y Sq, Bt1zXq ‘ AuxpGout ´ pX Y Soutq, Bt1zXq has no cycles.
As rrt1, pX,Lext, i, pg1, h1qs ” crt1, pX,Lext, i, pg1, h1qs, there exists Y P rrt1, pX,Lext, i, pg1, h1qs and a
partial solution pS1, L2q with respect to pt1, pX,Lext, i, pg1, h1q,Yq such that IncpComppt1, Xq,Yq „
AuxpGt1´pXYS1q, Bt1zXq, and thus AuxpGt1´pXYS1q, Bt1zXq‘AuxpGout´pXYSoutq, Bt1zXq
has no cycles. By Theorem 5.1, G´pS1YXYSoutq is a d-labeled P-block graph respecting pg1, h1q for
some extension pg1, h1q of pg, hq. By the procedure, the partition X1 where IncpComppt,Xq,X1q „
AuxpGt ´ pX Y S1q, BtzXq is added to the set K, and there exists X2 P rrt,M s and a partial
solution pS2, L3q with respect to pt,M,X2q such that G ´ pS2 YX Y Soutq is a d-labeled P-block
graph respecting pg, hq. This shows that rrt,M s ” crt,M s.
3) t is a join node with two children t1 and t2:
We show the following.
Claim 13. For every X P Partpt,Xq, X P crt,M s if and only if there exist integers i1, i2 with
i1 ` i2 “ i, pg, h1q P Fpt1, X, Lq, pg, h2q P Fpt2, X, Lq, X1 P crt1, pX,L, i1, pg, h1qqs, and X2 P
crt2, pX,L, i2, pg, h2qqs such that
• IncpComppt,Xq,X1 Y X2q has no cycles,
• X “ X1 Z X2, and
• for each B P Blockpt,Xq, h1pBqXh2pBq “ H and hpBq “ h1pBqYh2pBq, and for `1 P h1pBq
and `2 P h2pBq, the vertices with labels `1 and `2 in gpBq are not adjacent.
Proof. The forward direction is straightforward. For the converse direction, suppose there
exist integers i1, i2 with i1 ` i2 “ i, and pg, h1q, pg, h2q, and partitions X1,X2 as specified in the
statement. For each j P t1, 2u, let Mj :“ pX,L, ij , pg, hjqq and pSj , Ljq be a partial solution with
respect to ptj ,Mj ,Xjq. Furthermore, let Hj :“ Gtj´pXYSjq, H :“ H1YH2, and LH :“ L1‘L2.
We claim that pg, hq is a characteristic of pH,BtzXq.
1. (Coincidence condition)
Let i P t1, 2u. Since pg, hiq is a characteristic of Hi, if B1, B2 P Blockpt,Xq are contained
in the same pBtzXq-block of Hi, gpB1q “ gpB2q. Since IncpComppt,Xq,X1 Y X2q and
equivalently, AuxpH1, BtzXq ‘AuxpH2, BtzXq have no cycles, by Lemma 3.5, if B1, B2 P
Blockpt,Xq are contained in the same pBtzXq-block of H, then we have gpB1q “ gpB2q.
2. (Neighborhood condition)
This follows from the assumption that hpBq “ h1pBq Y h2pBq for each B P Blockpt,Xq.
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3. (Label-isomorphism condition)
Let B P Blockpt,Xq and F be the pBtzXq-block of H containing B. We show that F is
partially label-isomorphic to gpBq. Let U :“ V pF q X pBtzXq.
Since AuxpH1, BtzXq ‘AuxpH2, BtzXq has no cycles, by Lemma 3.6, AuxpF XH1, Uq ‘
AuxpF XH2, Uq has no cycles. Since each pg, hjq is a characteristic of pHj , BtjzXq, pF X
H1, Uq and pF XH2, Uq are block-wise partially label-isomorphic to gpBq. Moreover, pF X
H1, Uq and pF X H2, Uq are block-wise gpBq-compatible, because of the assumption that
for each B P Blockpt,Xq, h1pBq X h2pBq “ H and hpBq “ h1pBq Y h2pBq, and for `1 P
h1pBq and `2 P h2pBq, the vertices with labels `1 and `2 in gpBq are not adjacent. By
Proposition 3.1, F is partially label-isomorphic to gpBq.
4. (Completeness condition)
This follows from the fact that each pg, hjq is a characteristic of pHj , BtjzXq.
This proves that pg, hq is a characteristic of pH,BtzXq. That is, pS1 Y S2, L1 ‘ L2q is a partial
solution with respect to pt,M,X q, and thus we have X P crt,M s. ♦
We update rrt,M s as follows. Set K :“ H. We fix integers i1, i2 with i1 ` i2 “ i, pg, h1q P
Fpt1, X, Lq and pg, h2q P Fpt2, X, Lq. We can check in time Opwd2q the condition that
• for each B P Blockpt,Xq, h1pBq X h2pBq “ H and hpBq “ h1pBq Y h2pBq, and for `1 P h1pBq
and `2 P h2pBq, the vertices with labels `1 and `2 in gpBq are not adjacent.
If these pairs do not satisfy this condition, then we skip them. We assume that these pairs satisfy
this condition. For X1 P rrt1,M1s and X2 P rrt2,M2s, we test whether IncpComppt,Xq,X1 Y X2q
has no cycles and X “ X1ZX2. We can check this in time Opwq. If they satisfy the two conditions,
then we add the partition X to the set K, and otherwise, we do not add it. After we do this for
all possible candidates, we take a representative set of K using Proposition 4.3, and assign the
resulting set to rrt,M s. The total running time is k ¨ 2Opwd2q because |Fptj , X, Lq| ď 2Opwd2q and
|rrtj ,Mjs| ď w ¨ 2w´1 for each j P t1, 2u. We have |rrt,M s| ď w ¨ 2w´1.
We claim that rrt,M s ” crt,M s. Let X P crt,M s and pS,L1q be a partial solution with respect to
pt,M,X q and Sout Ď V pGqzV pGtq where G´pSYXYSoutq is a d-labeled P-block graph respecting
pg, hq. Let Hout :“ G´ pV pGtqzBtq ´ pX YSoutq, and for each j P t1, 2u, let Sj “ V pHjq XS. Note
that every pBtzXq-block of G´ pS YX Y Soutq is chordal.
We first consider G ´ pS Y X Y Soutq as the sum pH1, BtzXq ‘ pH2 Y Hout, BtzXq. Since
G ´ pS YX Y Soutq is chordal, by Proposition 3.7, AuxpH1, BtzXq ‘AuxpH2 YHout, BtzXq has
no cycles. As rrt1,M1s ” crt1,M1s, there exists Y1 P rrt1,M1s and a partial solution pS11, L1q with
respect to pt1,M1,Y1q such that IncpComppt,Xq,Y1q „ AuxpGt ´ pX Y S11q, BtzXq, and
AuxpGt1 ´ pX Y S11q, BtzXq ‘AuxpH2 YHout, BtzXq
has no cycles. By Theorem 5.1, G´ pS11 Y S2 YX Y Soutq is a d-labeled P-block graph respecting
pg, hq. Let H 11 :“ Gt1 ´ pX Y S11q. In a similar manner, we consider G ´ pS11 Y S2 Y X Y Soutq
as the sum pH 11 Y Hout, BtzXq ‘ pH2, BtzXq. Since G ´ pS11 Y S2 Y X Y Soutq is chordal, by
Proposition 3.7, AuxpH 11YHout, BtzXq ‘AuxpH2, BtzXq has no cycles. As rrt2,M2s ” crt2,M2s,
there exist Y2 P rrt2,M2s and a partial solution pS12, L2q with respect to pt2,M2,Y2q such that
IncpComppt,Xq,Y2q „ AuxpGt ´ pX Y S12q, BtzXq, and
AuxpH1 YHout, BtzXq ‘AuxpGt2 ´ pX Y S12q, BtzXq
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has no cycles. By Theorem 5.1, G´ pS11 Y S12 YX Y Soutq is a d-labeled P-block graph respecting
pg, hq. Thus the partition X1 “ Y1 Z Y2 which satisfies IncpComppt,Xq,X1q „ AuxpGt ´ pX Y
S11YS12q, BtzXq is added to the set K. And there exists X2 P rrt,M s and a partial solution pS2, L3q
with respect to pt,M,X2q such that G ´ pS2 YX Y Soutq is a d-labeled P-block graph respecting
pg, hq. This shows that rrt,M s ” crt,M s.
Total running time. We denote |V pGq| by n. Note that the number of nodes in T is Opwnq
by Lemma 2.3. For fixed t P V pT q, there are at most 2w`1 possible choices for X Ď Bt, and for
fixed X Ď Bt, there are at most dw`1 possible functions L. Furthermore, the size of Fpt,X, Lq is
bounded by 2Opwd2q. Thus, there are Opn ¨ k ¨maxp2, dqw`1 ¨ 2Opwd2qq tables.
In summary, the algorithm runs in time Opn ¨ k ¨maxp2, dqw`1q ¨ 2Opwd2q ¨ k “ 2Opwd2qk2n.
We finish this section with a few remarks regarding Bounded P-Component Vertex Dele-
tion. For this problem, we think of graphs as labeled graphs where each component consists of
vertices with distinct labels from 1 to d. Let ComppG,Sq be the set of components of GrSs. For
such a graph pG,Sq, we define a ‘characteristic’ as a pair pg, hq of functions g : ComppG,Sq Ñ Ud
and h : ComppG,Sq Ñ 2rds satisfying the following, for C P ComppG,Sq and the component H of
G containing C,
(a) (label-isomorphism condition) H is partially label-isomorphic to gpCq,
(b) (coincidence condition) for every C 1 P ComppG,Sq where C 1 is contained in H, gpC 1q “ gpCq,
(c) (neighborhood condition) hpCq “ LpNHpV pCqqq, and
(d) (completeness condition) for every w P V pHqzS, HrNHrwss is label-isomorphic to gpCqrNgpCqrzss
where z is the vertex in gpCq with label Lpwq.
Then, by following similar, but simpler, arguments, one can also prove thatBounded P-Component
Vertex Deletion can be solved in time 2Opwd2qk2n. We omit the details.
Theorem 1.3. Let P be a class of graphs that is hereditary, recognizable in polynomial time, and
consists of only chordal graphs. Then Bounded P-Component Vertex Deletion can be solved
in time 2Opwd2qk2n on graphs with n vertices and treewidth w.
6 Lower bound for fixed d
We showed that Bounded P-Component Vertex Deletion and Bounded P-Block Vertex
Deletion admit single-exponential time algorithms parameterized by treewidth, when P is a class
of chordal graphs. We now establish that, assuming the ETH, this is no longer the case when P
contains a graph that is not chordal.
In the k ˆ k Independent Set problem, one is given a graph G “ prks ˆ rks, Eq over the k2
vertices of a k-by-k grid. We denote by xi, jy with i, j P rks the vertex of G in the i-th row and j-th
column. The goal is to find an independent set of size k in G that contains exactly one vertex in
each row. The Permutation kˆ k Independent Set problem is similar but with the additional
constraint that the independent set should also contain exactly one vertex per column.
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Theorem 6.1. (1) Let P be a block-hereditary class of graphs that is polynomial-time recognizable.
If P contains the cycle graph on ` ě 4 vertices, then Bounded P-Block Vertex Deletion
is not solvable in time 2opw logwqnOp1q on graphs with n vertices and treewidth at most w even
for fixed d “ `, unless the ETH fails.
(2) Let P be a hereditary class of graphs that is polynomial-time recognizable. If P contains the
cycle graph on ` ě 4 vertices, then Bounded P-Component Vertex Deletion is not
solvable in time 2opw logwqnOp1q on graphs with n vertices and treewidth at most w even for fixed
d “ `, unless the ETH fails.
Proof. We reduce from Permutation k ˆ k Independent Set which, like Permutation k ˆ k
Clique, cannot be solved in time 2opk log kqkOp1q unless the ETH fails [15]. Let G “ prks ˆ rks, Eq
be an instance of Permutation k ˆ k Independent Set. We assume that @h, i, j P rks with
h ‰ i, xi, jyxh, jy P E. Adding these edges does not change the Yes- and No-instances, but has
the virtue of making Permutation k ˆ k Independent Set equivalent to k ˆ k Independent
Set. We also assume that @h, i, j P rks, xi, jyxi, hy P E, since at most one of xi, jy and xi, hy can be
in a given solution. Let m :“ |E| “ Opk4q be the number of edges of G.
Outline. We build two almost identical graphs G1 “ pV 1, E1q and G2 “ pV 1, E2q with treewidth
at most p3d` 4qk ` 6d´ 5 “ Opkq, and pp3d´ 2qk2 ` 2kqm vertices, such that the following three
conditions are equivalent:
1. G has an independent set of size k with one vertex per row of G.
2. There is a set S Ď V 1 of size at most p3d´ 2qkpk ´ 1qm such that each component of G1 ´ S
has size at most d and belongs to P.
3. There is a set S Ď V 1 of size at most p3d´ 2qkpk ´ 1qm such that each block of G2 ´ S has
size at most d and belongs to P.
The overall construction of G1 and G2 will display m almost copies of the encoding of an
edgeless G arranged in a cycle. Each copy embeds one distinct edge of G. The point of having the
information of G distilled edge by edge in G1 and G2 is to control the treewidth. This general idea
originates from a paper of Lokshtanov et al. [14].
Se1 He1 Se2 He2 Se3 He3 Sem Hem
Figure 6: A high-level schematic of G1 and G2. The Heis only differ by a constant number of edges
(in red/light gray) that encode their edge ei of G.
Construction. We first describe G1. As a slight abuse of notation, a gadget (and, more
generally, a subpart of the construction) may refer to either a subset of vertices or to an induced
subgraph. For each e “ xie, jeyxi1e, j1ey P E, we detail the internal construction of He and Se of
Fig. 6 and how they are linked to one another. Each vertex v “ xi, jy of G is represented by a
gadget Hepvq on 3d´ 2 vertices in G1: a path on d´ 3 vertices whose endpoints are ve´a and ve´b,
an isolated vertex ve`, and two disjoint cycles of length d. Observe that if d “ 4, then ve´a and ve´b
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row index column index
Se1r S
e1
c
He1
row index column index
Se2r S
e2
c
He2
...
Figure 7: The overall picture of G1 and G2 with k “ 3. Dotted edges are subdivided d´4 times. In
particular, if d “ 4, they are simply edges. Dashed edges are subdivided d´ 5 times. In particular,
if d “ 4, the two endpoints are in fact a single vertex. Edges between two boxes link each vertex
of one box to each vertex of the other box. The gray edges in the column selectors Sehc are only
present in G2.
is the same vertex. We add all the edges between Hepxi, jyq and Hepxi, j1yq for i, j, j1 P rks with
j ‰ j1. We also add all the edges between Hepxie, jeyq and Hepxi1e, j1eyq. We call He the graph
induced by the union of every Hepvq, for v P V pGq. The row/column selector gadget Se consists
of a set Ser of k vertices with one vertex r
e
i for each row index i P rks, and a set Sec of k vertices
with one vertex cej for each column index j P rks. The gadget Se forms an independent set of size
2k. We arbitrarily number the edges of G: e1, e2, . . . , em. For each h P rms and v “ xi, jy P V , we
link veh´a to r
eh
i (the row index of v) and v
eh´b to c
eh
j (the column index of v). We also link, for every
h P rm´ 1s, veh` to reh`1i and to ceh`1j , and vem` to re1i and to ce1j . That concludes the construction
(see Fig. 7). To obtain G2 from G1, we add the edges cehj c
eh
j`1 for every h P rms and j P rk´ 1s. We
ask for a deletion set S of size s :“ p3d´ 2qkpk ´ 1qm.
Treewidth of G1 and G2. We claim that the pathwidth, and hence treewidth, of G1 and G2
are bounded by p3d` 4qk` 6d´ 5. For any edge e P E, we set Hpeq :“ Hepxie, jeyqYHepxi1e, j1eyq.
For any h P rm ´ 1s, we set S˜h :“ Se1 Y Seh Y Seh`1 , and S˜m :“ Se1 Y Sem . For each e P E, and
i P rks, Hepiq denotes the union of the Hepvq for all vertices v of the i-th row. Here is a path
decomposition of G1 and G2 where the bags contain no more than p3d` 4qk ` 6d´ 4 vertices:
S˜1 YHpe1q YHe1p1q Ñ S˜1 YHpe1q YHe1p2q Ñ . . .Ñ S˜1 YHpe1q YHe1pkq Ñ
S˜2 YHpe2q YHe2p1q Ñ S˜2 YHpe2q YHe2p2q Ñ . . .Ñ S˜2 YHpe2q YHe2pkq Ñ
...
S˜m YHpemq YHemp1q Ñ S˜m YHpemq YHemp2q Ñ . . .Ñ S˜m YHpemq YHempkq.
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As, for any h P rms, |S˜h| ď 6k, |Hpehq| “ 2p3d´2q, and |Hehpiq| ď p3d´2qk for any i P rks, the size of
a bag is bounded by maxhPrms,iPrks |S˜hYHpehqYHehpiq| ď 6k`2p3d´2q`p3d´2qk “ p3d`4qk`6d´4.
Correctness. We first show 1 ñ 2. Let us assume that there is an independent set I :“ tv1 “
x1, j1y, v2 “ x2, j2y, . . . , vk “ xk, jkyu in G. We define the deletion set S Ď V 1 as follows. For each
e P E and i P rks, we delete all of Hepiq except Hepviq. The cardinality of S adds up to a total of
p|Hepiq|´|Hepviq|qmk “ pp3d´2qk´3d`2qmk “ p3d´2qkpk´1qm “ s vertices. We claim that all
the components of G1´S are isomorphic to Cd, and belong to P since d ě 4. First, we observe that
the Cds inside any H
epviq, for e P E and i P rks, are isolated in G1 ´ S. Indeed, Hepviq is the only
remaining Hepvq from Hepiq. So, it might only be linked to Hepvjq with some j ‰ i P rks. But this
would imply that vivj P E, contradicting that I is an independent set. Besides those Cds contained
in the Hepviqs, we claim that the rest of G1 ´ S is mk disjoint Cds formed with the vertices vpeh´1` ,
rehp , c
eh
jp
, and the path P ehvp between vp
eh´a and vp
eh´b, for any h P rms and p P rks (with the convention
that e0 “ em). Indeed, let us recall that tj1, j2, . . . , jku “ rks. Therefore, tvpeh´1` , rehp , cehjp u Y P ehvp
is a family of mk pairwise disjoint sets of size d. The vertices rehp and c
eh
jp
have degree 2 in G1 ´ S
since I contains only one vertex in the p-th row of G, and I contains only one vertex in the jp-th
column; and in both cases this vertex is vp. The vertex vp
eh´1` and the vertices of P ehvp also have
degree 2 in G1 ´ S. Therefore, G1 ´ S is a disjoint union of Cds. The implication 1 ñ 3 is derived
similarly. We now claim that, with the same deletion set S, all the blocks of G2´S are isomorphic
to Cd or K2. As P is a hereditary class that contains the induced cycle of length d ě 4, it holds
that K2 P P. We still have the property that the Cds within any Hepviq are isolated in G2 ´ S.
Now, the slight difference is that tvpeh´1` , rehp , cehjp u Y P ehvp induces m disjoint Ck,ds in G2 ´ S, whereCk,d is the graph obtained by linking each of the k vertices of a path to the two endpoints of a path
on d´ 1 vertices. Informally, Ck,d corresponds to k Cds attached to different vertices of a path on
k vertices. In this case, the path consists of the vertices ceh1 , c
eh
2 , . . . , c
eh
k . Finally, we observe that
the blocks of Ck,d are k Cds and k ´ 1 K2s.
We now show that 2 ñ 1 and 3 ñ 1. We assume that there is a set S Ď V 1 of size at most s
such that all the blocks of G2 ´ S (resp. G1 ´ S) have size at most d. We note that this is implied
by 3 (resp. by a weaker assumption than 2). The first property we show on S is that, for any e P E
and i P rks, |HepiqXS| ě p3d´2qpk´1q. In other words, there are at most 3d´2 vertices of Hepiq
remaining in G2´S (or G1´S). Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that Hepiq´S contains at
least 3d´ 1 vertices. Observe that Hepiq´S cannot contain at least one vertex from three distinct
Hepuq, Hepvq, and Hepwq (with u, v and w in the i-th row of G), since then Hepiq ´ S would be
2-connected (and of size ą d). For the same reason, Hepiq´S cannot contain at least two vertices in
Hepuq and at least two vertices in another Hepvq. Therefore, the only way of fitting 3d´ 1 vertices
in Hepiq ´ S is the 3d´ 2 vertices of an Hepuq plus one vertex from some other Hepvq. But then,
this vertex of Hepvq would form, together with one Cd of Hepuq, a 2-connected subgraph of G2´S
(or G1 ´ S) of size d` 1. Now, we know that |Hepiq X S| ě p3d´ 2qpk ´ 1q. As there are precisely
mk sets Hepiq in G1 (and they are disjoint), it further holds that |Hepiq X S| “ p3d ´ 2qpk ´ 1q,
since otherwise S would contain strictly more than s “ p3d´2qkpk´1qm vertices. Thus, Hepiq´S
contains exactly 3d´ 2 vertices. By the previous remarks, Hepiq ´S can only consist of the 3d´ 2
vertices of the same Hepuq or 3d´ 3 vertices of Hepuq plus one vertex from another Hepvq. In fact,
the latter case is not possible, since the vertex of Hepvq would form, with at least one remaining
Cd of the 3d´3 vertices of Hepuq, a 2-connected subgraph of G2´S (or G1´S) of size d`1. Note
that this is why we needed two disjoint Cds in the construction instead of just one. So far, we have
proved that, assuming 2 or 3, for any e P E and i P rks, Hepiq X S “ Hepvpi, eqq for some vertex
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vpi, eq of the i-th row of G, and for any e P E, Se X S “ H.
The second part of the proof consists of showing that vpi, eq does not depend on e. Formally,
we want to show that there is a vi such that, for any e P E, vpi, eq “ vi. Observe that it is enough
to derive that, for any h P rms, vpi, ehq “ vpi, eh`1q (with em`1 “ e1). Let j P rks (resp. j1 P rks)
be the column of vpi, ehq (resp. vpi, eh`1q) in G. We first assume 2. For any h P rms, vpi, ehqeh` ,
r
eh`1
i , c
eh`1
j1 , c
eh`1
j plus the path P
eh`1
vpi,eh`1q (between vpi, eh`1q
eh`1´a and vpi, eh`1qeh`1´b ) induces a path
(in particular, a connected subgraph) of size d ` 1 in G2 ´ S, unless j “ j1 (with em`1 “ e1).
Therefore, j “ j1. As vpi, ehq and vpi, eh`1q have the same column j and the same row i in G,
vpi, ehq “ vpi, eh`1q.
Now, we assume 3. For any h P rms, vpi, ehqeh` , reh`1i , vpi, eh`1qeh`1´a , vpi, eh`1qeh`1´b , ceh`1j1 , ceh`1j1`1 ,
. . . , c
eh`1
j´1 , c
eh`1
j if j ě j1 (resp. ceh`1j1´1 , . . . , ceh`1j`1 , ceh`1j if j ď j1) plus the path between vpi, eh`1qeh`1´a
and vpi, eh`1qeh`1´b induces a cycle (that is, a 2-connected subgraph) of length at least d`1 in G2´S,
unless j “ j1 (with em`1 “ e1). Again, j “ j1; and the vertices vpi, ehq and vpi, eh`1q have the
same column and the same row in G, which implies that vpi, ehq “ vpi, eh`1q. In both cases (2 or
3), we can now safely define vi :“ vpi, eq.
We finally claim that tv1, v2, . . . , vku is an independent set in G (and for each i P rks, vi is in
the i-th row). Indeed, if there were an edge e “ vivj P E for some i ‰ j P rks, then HepviqYHepvjq
would induce a 2-connected subgraph of size 2p3d´ 2q ą d (since d ě 4) in G2 ´ S (or G1 ´ S).
That finishes the proof that 1 ô 2 ô 3. Therefore, for any fixed integer d ě 4, an algo-
rithm running in time 2opw logwq|V 1|Op1q for either Bounded P-Component Vertex Deletion
or Bounded P-Block Vertex Deletion on graphs of treewidth w with Cd P P would also solve
Permutation k ˆ k Independent Set in time
2oppp3d`4qk`6d´5q logpp3d`4qk`6d´5qqppp3d´ 2qk2 ` 2kqmqOp1q “ 2opk log kqkOp1q,
which contradicts the ETH.
7 Hardness and lower bounds, when d is not fixed
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.5. Our first reduction is from the following problem:
Multicolored Clique Parameter: k
Input: A graph G, a positive integer k, and a partition pV1, V2, . . . , Vkq of V pGq.
Question: Is there a k-clique X of G such that |X X Vi| “ 1 for each i P rks?
We call a set Vi, for some i P rks, a color class. The problem Multicolored Clique is known to
be W r1s-complete (see, for example, [7]), and it is clear that this remains true under the assumption
that there are no edges between vertices of the same color class. Moreover, we may assume that
each color class has the same size, and between every distinct pair of color classes we have the same
number of edges [11]. We say that X Ď V pGq is a multicolored k-clique if X is a k-clique such that
|X X Vi| “ 1 for each i P rks.
Theorem 7.1. Bounded P-Component Vertex Deletion is W r1s-hard parameterized by the
combined parameter pw, kq, when P contains all chordal graphs.
Before proving this theorem, we describe the reduction used in the proof. Given an instance
pG, k, pV1, . . . , Vkqq of Multicolored Clique, where each color class has size t, we construct a
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graph G1 such that G has a multicolored k-clique if and only if there exists a set S Ď V pG1q of size
at most k1 such that each component of G1´S consists of at most d vertices, where k1 “ 3`k`12 ˘´6
and d “ 3t2 ` 3t ` 3, and the treewidth of G1 is bounded above by 54k ´ 69. Each component
of G1 ´ S is a chordal graph, so we obtain a reduction to Bounded P-Component Vertex
Deletion whenever P contains all chordal graphs. We may assume that k ě 2.
Let Vi “ tv1i , v2i , . . . , vtiu, for each i P rks. For i, j P rks with i ă j, we denote the set of edges in
GrVi Y Vjs by Ei,j , and we may assume that |Ei,j | “ p, say. We construct G1 from several gadgets;
namely, an “edge-encoding gadget” Gi,j for each i, j P rks with i ă j, which represents the set Ei,j ,
linked together by copies of one of the “propagator gadgets”, Hi or H˜i, which collectively represent
the color class Vi for some i P rks. We also have a gadget Gi,i, for each i P r2, k´ 2s, which ensures
that the vertex selection in the Hi gadgets also propagates to the H˜i gadgets.
Each gadget encodes a sequence of z ` 1 integers X “ 〈x0, x1, . . . , xz〉, where x0 ě 3, and
xs´xs´1 ě 3 for each s P rzs. We denote such a gadget GpXq and call it a gadget of G1 of order z.
It is constructed as follows. First, set
pd0, d1, d2, . . . , dzq :“ px0, x1 ´ x0, x2 ´ x1, . . . , xz ´ xz´1q.
Note that dq ě 3 for every q P r0, zs. For each q P r0, zs, we now define a graph Pq which resembles
a “thickened path”. For q P r1, z´ 1s, let Pq be the graph on the vertex set twq,1, wq,2, . . . , wq,dq´1u
with edges between distinct wq,d and wq,d1 if and only if |d ´ d1| P r2s. For q P t0, zu, let Pq be
the graph on the vertex set twq,1, wq,2, . . . , wq,dqu with edges between distinct wq,d and wq,d1 if and
only if |d´ d1| P r3s. For each q P rzs, we add a vertex uq adjacent to wq´1,1, wq´1,2, wq,1, and wq,2.
The resulting graph GpXq consists of d0`
`ř
qPrz´1spdq ´ 1q
˘` dz ` z “ `řqPr0,zs dq˘` 1 “ xz ` 1
vertices, and, for q P rzs, the graph obtained by deleting uq has two components: one of size xq,
and the other of size xz ´ xq. Let B :“ tw0,1, w0,2, w0,3u and D :“ twz,1, wz,2, wz,3u. Since we will
use several copies of this gadget, we usually refer to Pq as PqpGpXqq, a vertex v P V pGpXqq as
vpGpXqq, and B or D as BpGpXqq or DpGpXqq respectively; but we sometimes omit the “pGpXqq”
when there is no ambiguity.
We now describe the edge encoding gadget Gi,j , for some i, j P rks with i ă j; an example is
given in Fig. 8a. We can uniquely describe an edge between a vertex in Vi and a vertex in Vj by an
ordered pair pa, bq, representing the edge vai vbj , where a, b P rts. We define an injective function φ
from such a pair to an integer in t3, 6, . . . , 3t2u, as given by pa, bq ÞÑ 3tpa ´ 1q ` 3b. Thus, the
set tφpa, bq : vai vbj P Ei,ju uniquely describes the set Ei,j . Let pf0i,j , f1i,j , . . . , fp´1i,j q be the sequence
obtained after ordering the elements of this set in increasing order, and let fpi,j “ 3t2`3. Note that
f0i,j ě 3, and f qi,j ´ f q´1i,j ě 3 for each q P rps. Finally, we set Gi,j :“ G
´〈
f0i,j , f
1
i,j , . . . , f
p
i,j
〉¯
.
We define the propagator gadgets as Hi :“ Gp〈3, 6, . . . , 3pt` 1q〉q and H˜i :“
Gp〈3t, 6t, . . . , 3pt` 1qt〉q; see Figs. 8b and 8c. Note that these gadgets have size 3pt ` 1q ` 1
and 3tpt` 1q ` 1, respectively. For each color class Vi, where i P r2, k ´ 1s, we will take i copies of
the gadget Hi, and k ´ i` 1 copies of H˜i; whereas for i “ 1 (or i “ k), we take k ´ 1 copies of H˜i
(or Hi, respectively) only. Let Hi denote the set containing the copies of Hi, and let H˜i denote the
copies of H˜i. Note that |HiY H˜i| “ k` 1 when i P r2, k´ 1s, and |HiY H˜i| “ k´ 1 when i P t1, ku.
Finally, for each i P r2, k ´ 2s, we have a special gadget Gi,i :“ G p〈φp1, 1q, φp2, 2q, . . . , φpt, tq〉q.
Intuitively, this gadget is used to ensure the vertex selected in each Hi P Hi is the same as in each
H˜i P H˜i. However, we also consider Gi,i an edge encoding gadget, since it is treated as one in the
construction.
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(a) The edge encoding gadget Gi,j (with t “ 5) for the
edges tv1i v4j , v2i v1j , v2i v3j , v3i v2j , v3i v5j , v4i v4j , v5i v1j , v5i v3j u, encoded asx12, 18, 24, 36, 45, 57, 63, 69, 78y.
(b) A propagator gadget Hj (with t “ 5), which will be linked to edge
encoding gadgets Gi,j with i ď j.
(c) A propagator gadget H˜i (with t “ 5), which will be linked to edge
encoding gadgets Gi,j with i ď j.
Figure 8: The different uses of the gadgets: the edge encoding gadget and the two kinds of propa-
gator gadgets.
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G1,2 H˜1 G1,3 H˜1 G1,4 H˜1
G2,2 H˜2 G2,3 H˜2 G2,4 H˜2
H2 H3 H4
G3,3 H˜3 G3,4 H˜3
H2 H3 H4
H3 H4
Figure 9: The overall picture with k “ 4.
In order to describe how these gadgets are joined together in G1, as shown in Fig. 9, we re-
quire some terminology. Given some Gi,j and Gi,j1 with i, j, j
1 P rks, we say we connect Gi,j to
Gi,j1 using H˜i to describe adding all nine edges between DpGi,jq and BpH˜iq, and all nine edges
between DpH˜iq and BpGi,j1q. In this case, we also say H˜i connects from Gi,j and connects to
Gi,j1 . Given some Gi,j and Gi1,j with i, i
1, j P rks, the operation of connecting Gi,j to Gi1,j using
Hj is defined analogously. We give the following cyclic ordering to the edge encoding gadgets:
pG1,2, G1,3, . . . , G1,k, G2,2, G2,3, . . . , G2,k, . . . , Gk´1,k´1, Gk´1,kq. For each Gi,j , we connect this gad-
get to the next gadget Gi,j1 in the cyclic ordering that matches on the first index using one of the
copies of H˜i, and also connect it to the next gadget Gi1,j in the ordering that matches on the second
index using one of the copies of Hj . For example, we connect G1,3 to G1,4 using a copy of H˜1, and
connect G1,3 to G2,3 using a copy of H3. This completes the construction.
Proof of Theorem 7.1. Observe that each vertex v P V pG1q is contained in precisely one gadget,
and so each vertex of G1 inherits either a ‘u’ label or a ‘w’ label from its gadget. In what follows,
whenever we refer to an edge encoding gadget Gi,j , or a propagator gadget H˜i or Hj , it is for some
i P r1, k ´ 1s and j P r2, ks with i ď j.
Treewidth. We now describe a path decomposition of G1 that illustrates that its pathwidth,
and hence treewidth, is at most 54k ´ 69.
First, observe that for a gadget H :“ Gp〈x0, x1, . . . , xz〉q, there is a path decomposition where
each bag has size at most 4. By adding BpHqYDpHq to every bag, we obtain a path decomposition
where each bag has size at most 10; we denote this path decomposition by PpHq. Note that H is
only linked to other gadgets in G1 by edges with one end in either BpHq or DpHq.
Recall that the edge encoding gadgets are joined together using propagator gadgets with respect
to the cyclic ordering
pG1,2, G1,3, . . . , G1,k, G2,2, G2,3, . . . , G2,k, . . . , Gk´1,k´1, Gk´1,kq.
Consider an auxiliary multigraph F on the vertex set tGi,j : i P r1, k ´ 1s, j P r2, ks, i ď ju where
there is an edge between Gi,j , Gi1,j1 P V pF q whenever the gadget Gi,j is connected to Gi1,j1 using
some propagator gadget in G1. (Formally, there is an edge for i “ i1 and |j ´ j1| P t1, k ´ i, k ´ 2u,
or j “ j1 and |i´ i1| P t1, j ´ 1, k ´ 2u.)
We now show that F has pathwidth at most 3k ´ 5. Let G1 “ tG1,j : j P r2, ksu and, for
i P r2, k ´ 1s, let Gi “ tGi,j : j P ri, ksu. Then pG1 Y G2 Y G3,G1 Y G3 Y G4, . . . ,G1 Y Gk´2 Y Gk´1q is
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a path decomposition for F where the largest bag, the first one, has size 3k ´ 4. We denote this
path decomposition PpF q.
We extend this to a path decomposition of G1 by replacing each bag of PpF q with a path, which
is in turn constructed from several concatenated “subpaths”, one for each gadget. Suppose, for
some i, j P rks with i ď j, we have that H˜i and Hj connect to Gi,j in G1, and H˜ 1i and H 1j connect
from Gi,j in G
1; then we denote Xi,j “ DpH˜iq Y DpHjq Y BpGi,jq Y DpGi,jq Y BpH˜ 1iq Y BpH 1jq.
Let Z Ď rks ˆ rks such that Ťpi,jqPZ Gi,j is a bag of the path decomposition of F . From this
bag, we construct a path where each bag contains Q “ Ťpi,jqPZ Xi,j . The subpaths of this path
are as follows. For each pi, jq P Z we have a subpath obtained from PpGi,jq by adding Q to
each bag. Every edge of F is contained in some bag of the path decomposition, and corresponds
to a propagator gadget H of G1. For each such H, we have a subpath obtained from PpHq by
adding Q to each bag. These subpaths are then concatenated together, end to end, to create the
path that replaces the bag
Ť
pi,jqPZ Gi,j in PpF q. After doing this for each bag, we obtain a path
decomposition of G1.
Note that |Z| ď 3k ´ 4, and |Xi,j | “ 18, for any pi, jq P Z. So |Q| ď 18p3k ´ 4q. A path
decomposition PpHq, for some gadget H, has bags with size at most 10, but each bag meets Q in
precisely the elements BpHqYDpHq. So the pathwidth of G1 is at most 18p3k´4q`4´1 “ 54k´69.
Correctness (ñ). First, let X be a multicolored k-clique in G; we will show that G1 has a
set S Ď V pG1q such that |S| “ 3`k`12 ˘ ´ 6 and each component of G1 ´ S has at most d vertices,
where d “ 3t2 ` 3t ` 3. Let γpiq be the index of the unique vertex in X X Vi for each i P rks;
that is, X X Vi “ tvγpiqi u. For each H P Hi Y H˜i, we add the vertex uγpiqpHq to S; there are
pk ´ 2qpk ` 1q ` 2pk ´ 1q “ kpk ` 1q ´ 4 such gadgets, so this many vertices are added to S so
far. For each pair i, j P k with i ă j, there is some q P rps such that φpγpiq, γpjqq “ f qi,j ; we
add the vertex uqpGi,jq to S. For i P r2, k ´ 2s, we also add the vertex uγpiqpGi,iq to S. Now
|S| “ kpk ` 1q ´ 4` `k2˘` k ´ 2 “ 3`k`12 ˘´ 6.
We now consider the size of the components ofG1´S. We first analyze the size of the components
of a gadgetGi,j , H˜i orHj after deleting S. Note that S meets the vertex set of one of these gadgets in
precisely one vertex, and the deletion of this vertex splits the gadget into two components. The two
components of Gi,j´uq have f qi,j “ 3tpγpiq´1q`3γpjq and fpi,j´f qi,j “ 3t2`3´p3tpγpiq´1q`3γpjqq
vertices. The two components of H˜i ´ uγpiq have 3tγpiq and 3tpt` 1´ γpiqq vertices, while the two
components of Hj ´ uγpjq have 3γpjq and 3pt` 1´ γpjqq vertices. These gadgets are joined in such
a way that the size of a component of G1 ´ S is“
3tpγpiq ´ 1q ` 3γpjq‰` 3tpt` 1´ γpiqq ` 3pt` 1´ γpjqq
“ 3t2 ` 3t` 3
“ “3t2 ` 3´ `3tpγpiq ´ 1q ` 3γpjq˘‰` 3tγpiq ` 3γpjq,
as required. Finally, observe that the only cycles in each component are contained in a gadget, and
each gadget has no chordless cycles, so each component is a chordal graph.
(ð). Suppose G1 has a set S Ď V pG1q with |S| ď 3`k`12 ˘ ´ 6 such that each component of
G1 ´ S has at most d vertices, where d “ 3t2 ` 3t` 3. We call any such set S a solution.
First, we show, loosely speaking, that we may assume each vertex in S is a ‘u’ vertex of its
gadget, not a ‘w’ vertex. Let H be a gadget of G1 of order s. There are two cases to consider: the
first is when, for some r P r1, s ´ 1s, we have that S X V pPrpHqq ‰ H. Suppose PrpHq contains
a pair of adjacent vertices w and w1 such that tw,w1u X S ‰ H. If w P S and w1 R S, then, in
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G1 ´ pSztwuq, only the component containing w1 can have size more than d, and |V pPrpHqq| ď
3t2 ă d, so replacing w1 in S with ur´1pHq or urpHq also gives a solution. If tw,w1u Ď S, then
pSztw,w1uq Y tur´1pHq, urpHqu is also a solution. So we may assume that V pPrpHqq X S “ H for
each r P r1, s´ 1s.
Now we consider the second case; let Gi,j be an edge encoding gadget, let H P Hi and H˜ P H˜j
connect from Gi,j , and let J be the set of vertices V pPypGi,jqqYV pPzpHqqYV pPzpH˜qq, for py, zq P
tpp, 0q, p0, k ` 1qu. Observe that G1rJs is connected and |J | ď d; intuitively, these are the vertices
involved in the “join” of multiple gadgets in G1. We show that if J X S ‰ H, then there is some
solution S1 with J X S1 “ H. Let U :“ NG1pJq, so |U | “ 3. If |J X S| ě 3, then pSzJq Y U is a
solution. Moreover, if |UzS| ď |J XS|, then pSzJqYU is again a solution. Assuming otherwise, we
can pick U 1 Ď UzS such that |U 1| “ |J XS|. If G1rpJ YUqzSs is connected, then S1 “ pSzJqYU 1 is
a solution. But since |J X S| ď 2, it follows, by the construction of G1, that G1rJzSs is connected.
Thus, in the exceptional case, the deletion of JXS disconnects some u P UzS from G1rJzSs. But in
this case, if we ensure that U 1 is chosen to contain u, then we still obtain a solution S1 “ pSzJqYU 1.
Next, we claim that each edge encoding gadget Gi,j or propagator gadget H˜i P H˜i, has at
least one vertex in S. Consider the subgraph Di,j of G
1 induced by V pGi,jq Y V pH˜iq Y V pHjq,
where H˜i and Hj connect from Gi,j . Recall that Gi,j consists of 3t
2 ` 3` 1 vertices, H˜i consists of
3t2` 3t` 1 vertices, Hj consists of 3t` 3` 1 vertices, and hence Di,j has size 2d` 3. If V pH˜iq XS
is empty, then the connected subgraph of Di,j ´ S containing V pH˜iq also contains PppGi,jq, which
has size at least 3, so this connected subgraph contains at least 3t2 ` 3t` 1` 3 “ d` 1 vertices; a
contradiction. Similarly, if V pGi,jqXS is empty, then the connected subgraph of Di,j´S containing
V pGi,jq also contains at least 3t vertices of V pH˜iq, so at least d ` 1 in total; a contradiction. So
|V pH˜iq X S|, |V pGi,jq X S| ě 1, as claimed.
Now we claim that each component of G1 ´ S has size exactly d. Pick S1 Ď S such that
|V pGi,jq X S1| “ 1 for each edge encoding gadget Gi,j , and |V pH˜iq X S1| “ 1 for each H˜i P H˜i.
It follows that |S1| “ 2``k`12 ˘ ´ 2˘, and |SzS1| “ `k`12 ˘ ´ 2. Now, for distinct propagator gadgets
H,H 1 P ŤHi, there is no path in G1´S1 between a vertex in H and a vertex in H 1, so G1´S1 has at
least
`
k`1
2
˘´2 components, one for each H P ŤHi. In fact, for every vertex v of G1´S, there exists
a vertex v1 P V pHq for some H P ŤHi such that there is a path from v to v1, so G1´S1 has precisely`
k`1
2
˘ ´ 2 components. Moreover, since S consists only of ‘u’ vertices, the deletion of each vertex
in SzS1 further increases the number of components by one. As |V pG1q| “ p2d` 3q``k`12 ˘´ 2˘, so
|V pG1 ´ Sq| “ 2d``k`12 ˘´ 2˘, and each of the 2``k`12 ˘´ 2˘ components of G1 ´ S has size at most
d, these components must have size precisely d, as claimed.
Next we show that each gadget Hj P Hj also has at least one vertex in S. Suppose we have
some Hj for which SXV pHjq “ H. We calculate the size, modulo 3, of the component C of G1´S
that contains Hj . Since the size of V pCqXV pH˜iq or V pCqXV pGi,jq is congruent to 0 pmod 3q, and
|V pHjq| ” 1 pmod 3q, we deduce that |V pCq| ” 1 pmod 3q; a contradiction. So |S X V pHjq| ě 1
for every Hj P Hj with j P r2, ks. Since |S| “ 3
`
k
2
˘
, it follows that each gadget meets S in precisely
one vertex.
Finally, suppose uqpGi,jq P S, for some q P rps. Then φpa, bq “ f qi,j , for some a, b P rts. Let
H˜i P Hi and Hj P Hj be the propagators that connect from Gi,j . Now, the component of G1 ´ S
containing 3t2 ` 3´ p3tpa´ 1q ` 3bq vertices of Gi,j ´ uq also contains 3ta1 vertices of H˜i, and 3b1
vertices of Hj , for some a
1, b1 P rts. So
3t2 ` 3ta1 ´ 3tpa´ 1q ` 3b1 ´ 3b` 3 “ 3t2 ` 3t` 3.
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Working modulo t, we deduce that 3pb1 ´ b ` 1q ” 3 pmod tq, hence b “ b1. It then follows that
3tpa1 ´ pa´ 1qq “ 3t, so a “ a1. Thus uapH˜iq, ubpHjq P S.
On the other hand, if for some a, b P rts we have uapH˜iq, ubpHjq P S, where H˜i and Hj connect to
Gi,j , then the component of G
1´S containing vertices from these three gadgets contains 3tpt`1´aq
vertices from H˜i, as well as 3pt ` 1 ´ bq vertices from Hj , and 3tpa1 ´ 1q ` 3b1 from Gi,j for some
a1, b1 P rts. Since this component has a total of 3t2 ` 3t ` 3 vertices, working modulo t we deduce
that 3b1 ` 3 ´ 3b ” 3 pmod tq, so b “ b1. It follows that 3tpa ´ a1 ` 1q “ 3t, so a “ a1. Thus,
uqpGi,jq P S for q P rps such that φpa, bq “ f qi,j .
We deduce that for every l P rks, there exists some γplq such that V pH˜q X S “ tuγpiqu for every
H˜ P H˜i, V pHq X S “ tuγpjqu for every H P Hj , and V pGi,jq X S “ tuqu for q P rps such that
f qi,j “ φpγpiq, γpjqq. It follows that each vγpiqi vγpjqj is an edge of G, and X “ tvγpiqi : i P rksu is a
multicolored k-clique in G, as required.
Theorem 7.1 implies that Bounded P-Component Vertex Deletion has no algorithm
running in time fpwqnOp1q, assuming FPT ‰ W r1s. However, we can say something stronger,
assuming the ETH holds. Since, in the parameterized reduction in the previous proof, the treewidth
of the reduced instance G1 has linear dependence on k, a fpwqnopwq-time algorithm for this problem
would lead to a fpkqnopkq-time algorithm for Multicolored Clique. But, assuming the ETH
holds, no such algorithm for Multicolored Clique exists [13]. So we have the following:
Theorem 7.2. Unless the ETH fails, there is no fpwqnopwq-time algorithm for Bounded P-
Component Vertex Deletion when P contains all chordal graphs.
Furthermore, Marx [16] showed that, assuming the ETH holds, Subgraph Isomorphism has
no fpkqnopk{ log kq-time algorithm, where k is the number of edges in the smaller graph. By reducing
from Subgraph Isomorphism, instead of Multicolored Clique, we obtain a lower bound with
the combined parameter treewidth and solution size.
Theorem 7.3. Unless the ETH fails, there is no fpk1qnopk1{ log k1q-time algorithm for Bounded
P-Component Vertex Deletion, where k1 “ w ` k, when P contains all chordal graphs.
Proof. Let pG,Hq be a Subgraph Isomorphism instance where the task is to find if G has a
subgraph isomorphic to H. Let k :“ |V pHq| and t :“ |V pGq|, and suppose V pGq “ tva : a P rtsu
and V pHq “ tvi : i P rksu. Let Vi “ tvai : a P rtsu for each i P rks, and let G` be the graph on the
vertex set
Ť
iPrks Vi with an edge vai vbj if and only if i ‰ j and vavb is an edge of G. Now the task
is to select |EpHq| edges of G` that induce a multicolored subgraph of G`; that is, the vertex set
of this edge-induced subgraph meets each Vi in exactly one vertex.
We constructG1 fromG` using a similar construction as in the proof of Theorem 7.1, but we only
have an edge encoding gadget Gi,j for 1 ď i ă j ď k when vivj is an edge in H. More specifically, we
take the subsequence of pG1,2, G1,3, . . . , G1,k, G2,2, G2,3, . . . , G2,k, . . . , Gk´1,k´1, Gk´1,kq consisting of
each Gi,j for which vivj P EpHq, as well as Gi,i for all i P r2, k ´ 1s, and, as before, connect each
Gi,j to the next Gi,j1 in the cyclic ordering that matches on the first index using a copy of H˜i, and
also connect it to the next gadget Gi1,j in the ordering that matches on the second index using a
copy of Hj . Note that p “ |Ei,j | “ 2|EpGq|.
By a routine adaptation of Theorem 7.1, it is easy to see that twpG1q “ Opkq, and that G
has a subgraph isomorphic to H if and only if G1 has a set S Ď V pG1q of size at most k1 such
that each component of G1 ´ S has size at most d. Now the parameter in the reduced instance
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is k2 :“ twpG1q ` k1 “ Op|V pHq|q ` Op|V pHq|2q “ Op|EpHq|q. Thus, an fpk2qnopk2{ log k2q-time
algorithm for Bounded P-Component Vertex Deletion would lead to an algorithm for Sub-
graph Isomorphism running in time fp|EpHq|qnop|EpHq|{ log |EpHq|q. But there is no algorithm for
Subgraph Isomorphism with this running time unless the ETH fails [16].
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